
ST. CHRISTOPHER’S PANANIA JRLFC Inc. 
 

CLUB CHAMPIONSHIPS 
 

Mini Junior International All Grades 

2004 1985 1992 1982 1982 1991 
2005 1987 2000 1984 1983 2002 
2006 1989 2002 1985 1985  

 1990 2005 1989 1989  
 1991 2006 1993 1990  

 
COMPETITIONS WON BY AGE / GRADE 

 
U7 / N Grade 1970, 1971, 1973, 1975, 1977 (Res), 1982, 1987, 1992, 2001, 2005,  

2008 (Div 2) 
U8 / M Grade 1967, 1972, 1976, 1985, 1986, 1988, 1989, 1993, 2006 
U9 / L Grade 1966, 1968, 1989, 1990, 1994, 1996 (Res), 2010 (Div 2) 
U10 / K Grade 1969, 1970, 1976, 1980 (Res), 1984, 1985, 1988, 1990, 1995, 1999 (Res), 

2000 (Res), 2003 (Res), 2008 
U11 / J Grade 1980 (Res), 1985, 1989, 1991, 1992, 1996 (Res), 2009 (Div 3) 
U12 / I Grade 1976, 1978, 1985, 1986, 1988, 1989, 1991, 1997 
U13 / H Grade 1972, 1973, 1980 (Res), 1986, 1989, 1990, 1998, 2010 
U14 / G Grade 1987 
U15 / F Grade 1988, 1991, 1994, 2000 
U16 / E Grade 2001 
U17 / D Grade 1985, 1990, 1991, 1995, 1998 
U18 
U19 

2002 
2011, 2012 

C Grade 1978, 1983, 1991, 1993, 1996, 2000, 2005 
A Grade 2002, 2006, 2008 

 

PREMIERSHIPS WON BY YEAR 
 

1965 Nil 1989 M, L, J, I and H Grades 
1966 L Grade 1990 L, K, H and D Grades 
1967 M Grade 1991 J, I, F, D and C Grades 
1968 L Grade 1992 N and J Grades 
1969 K Grade 1993 M and C Grades 
1970 N and K Grades 1994 U9 and U15  
1971 N Grade 1995 U10 and U17 
1972 M and H Grades 1996 U9 (Res), U11 (Res) and C Grade 
1973 N and H Grade 1997 U12  
1974 Nil 1998 U13 and U17 
1975 N Grade 1999 U10 (Res) 
1976 M, K and I Grades 2000 U10 (Res), U15 and C Grade 
1977 N Reserve  2001 U7 and U16 
1978 I and C Grades 2002 U18 and A Grade 
1979 Nil 2003 U10 (Res) 
1980 K (Res), J (Res) and H (Res) 2004 Nil 
1981 Nil 2005 U7 and C Grade  
1982 N Grade 2006 U8 and A Grade 
1983 C Grade 2007 Nil 
1984 K Grade 2008 U7 (Div 2), U10  and A Grade 
1985 M, K, J, I and D Grades 2009 U11 (Div 3) 
1986 M, I and H Grades 2010 U9 (Div 2), U13 
1987 N and G Grades 2011 U19 
1988 M, K, I and F Grades 2012 U19 

       
 

PREMIERS 2012 
 

U19 Div 1 
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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE – 2012 
 

President: John Grealy 
Vice President: Jon D’Astoli  

Secretary: Craig Jordan 
Treasurer: Ken Slattery  

Communications & First Aid: David Harringtron 
General Duties: Simon Standaloft  

General Duties: Tim Bailey 
   

DELEGATES TO THE JUNIOR LEAGUE 2012 
 

             Craig Jordan and John Grealy 
 

ALTERNATE JUNIOR LEAGUE DELEGATES 2012 
 

Jon D’Astoli 
 

TEAM OFFICIALS: COACHES, MANAGERS and TRAINERS - 2012 
 

TEAM     COACH MANAGER         TRAINERS 
A Res Div 1 Chris Keenan Dee Williams Alan Wren, Dane Elliot,  

Brett Wilson, Deb Riley 
U19-1 Daniel Wagstaff Scott Simpson 

Ross Kendall 
John Stambouli, Paul Colquhoun,  
Andy Bateman, Matt Grealy 

U15-1 Michael Mulvihill Peter Finch Tony Sader, Kirk Harrison 
David Harrington 

U14-1 Nathan Sellings Natalie Bryant  
Kirsten Wilson 

Josh Simpson, Luke Turner 

U13-2 Tim Reardon Paul Griffith Darren Boland, Carlos Contreras 
David Harrington 

U12-1 Paul Fahd Karen Rehayem Morris Higham 
U12-3 Adam Linnegar David Muscat Paul Ellison 
U11-1 Scott Whyte Geoff Laidler Dave Wylie, David Raish 
U11-3 Adam McDonald Paula Sleiman Ben Samuel, Nathan Henderson 
U10-1 Liam Davidson Raelene Davidson Matt Grealy, John Kitiona 
U9-2 Brett Hayes Nicole & Chris Hains Richard Davenport 
U8-1 Shane Kennedy Nerissa Bailey Michael Ceissman 
U8-2 Daniel Stone Andrew Christie Trent Colquhoun 
U8-3 Brian Rodoreda David Muscat Michael Cutrupi 
U7-1 Tim Millar Chris Zanbaka Mark Boyne, Charlie Assaf 
U7-3 Steve Burke Noah Alkhair Anthony Sahyoun, Paul Forrester 
U6-1 Tom Grealy Grant Hanratty Ben Samuel, Adam McDonald 
U6-2 Jodi Raish Antony Gitsham Sean Khoury 
U6-4 John Melki Andrew Martin Mark Weir 

 
 

GROUND FIRST AID OFFICERS 2012 
 

Dave Harrington, Tim Bailey, David Muscat, Craig Jordan,  
Dave Lake, Maureen Parnell 

 
GEAR STEWARD 2012 

 
John Grealy 

 
CANTEEN MANAGER 2012 

 
Jane Grealy 
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PAST COMMITTEES 
 

Year President Vice-President Secretary Treasurer 
1965 Jack Madden  Ron Smith Jim O'Meara 
1966 Jack Madden  Ron Smith Jim O'Meara 
1967 Jim O'Meara  Ron Smith John Squires 
1968 Jim O'Meara  Ron Smith John Squires 
1969 Jack Madden  Ron Smith Alan McCabe 
1970 Jack Madden  Jim McGrath Ray Doyle 
1971 Ed Byron  Jim McGrath Greg Pearce 
1972 Reg McDonald  John Hudson John Hudson 
1973 Noelene Byron  Betty McDonald John Hudson 
1974 Dick O'Grady  Pat Fitzgerald Keith Divall 
1975 Dick O'Grady  Pat Fitzgerald Keith Divall 
1976 Frank Aaron  - John Woods 
1977 Pat Fitzgerald  John Woods Dick O'Grady 
1978 Neil Shields  John Woods - 
1979 Frank McGrath Doug Hyland John Woods Mick Stewart 
1980 Frank McGrath Pat Farrell John Woods Mick Stewart 
1981 Frank McGrath Pat Farrell John Woods Mick Stewart 
1982 Frank McGrath Neil McKenzie Jan Williams Mick Stewart 
1983 Frank McGrath Neil McKenzie John Coates Max Pavey 
1984 Peter Watson Peter Berg John Coates Max Pavey 
1985 Bruce Taylor Peter Berg John Coates Peter Watson 
1986 Bruce Taylor Peter Berg John Coates Mick Stewart 
1987 Bruce Taylor Peter Berg John Coates Alan French 
1988 Phil Newton Kevin Dredge John Coates Alan French 
1989 Phil Newton Allan Sherwin John Coates Alan French 
1990 Phil Newton Allan Sherwin John Coates Dennis McCroary 
1991 Phil Newton Allan Sherwin John Coates Dennis McCroary 
1992 Phil Newton Allan Sherwin John Coates Dennis McCroary 
1993 Phil Newton Allan Sherwin John Coates Dennis McCroary 
1994 Phil Newton Allan Sherwin Peter Waring John Burke 
1995 Ken Hanratty Allan Sherwin Peter Waring John Burke 
1996 Ken Hanratty Allan Sherwin Peter Waring John Burke 
1997 Ken Hanratty Allan Sherwin Peter Waring Terry Hickey 
1998 Ken Hanratty Allan Sherwin Peter Waring Terry Hickey 
1999 Ken Hanratty Peter Raper Peter Waring Terry Hickey 
2000 Ken Hanratty Peter Raper Dave Reynolds Terry Hickey 
2001 Ken Hanratty Peter Raper Dave Reynolds Terry Hickey 
2002 Peter Raper Alan Wren Dave Reynolds John Grealy 
2003 Peter Raper Alan Wren Dave Reynolds John Grealy 
2004 John Grealy Paul Colquhoun Peter Yasbek Ken Slattery 
2005 John Grealy Paul Colquhoun Peter Yasbek Ken Slattery 
2006 John Grealy Paul Colquhoun Peter Yasbek Ken Slattery 
2007 John Grealy Paul Colquhoun Trevor Warner Ken Slattery 
2008 John Grealy Paul Colquhoun Trevor Warner Ken Slattery 
2009 John Grealy Scott Simpson Trevor Warner Ken Slattery 
2010 John Grealy Jon D’Astoli Craig Jordan Ken Slattery 
2011 John Grealy Jon D’Astoli Craig Jordan Ken Slattery 
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT 

 
 
Every year it gets harder to start this report so I’ll just get straight into it. After a few ups and 
downs we registered 276 players in 19 teams from U6s to A grade. Our overall numbers continue 
to be strong with plenty of minis (8 teams) however our U9s and U10s this year were ‘singles’, 
our 14s went from 2 sides last year to a single Division 1 side, we lost last year’s U16s and many 
of our A graders retired which caused a ‘rebuilding’ of that team with ‘youngsters’. 
 
With the happenings of above, the early season trials, selections and gradings caused many 
headaches for many people. There is never an easy way to get through this, the U14s being 
especially tough. We would love to give every player a game at our Club but sometimes that is 
impossible. Some players love being with their mates playing footy (which is great) but can they 
do that in Division 1 with limited size and ability without getting hurt? These are just some of the 
factors that need to be considered and at the end of the day the Committee believes they got those 
decisions right. 
 
But enough of that.  Lets get into the footy. Our U6-4s were there for fun, our 6-2s were a little 
more competitive while our 6-1s matched it with all teams and would have finished 4th if a table 
was kept. Both our U7s did very well. With 2 very enthusiastic coaches (Steve and Tim) which 
directly linked to excellent attendance at training, both sides achieved higher than expected. In 
fact, the U7-1s had been graded in Div 2 but requested to go into Div 1 where they would have 
made the semis if it was a competition. Great work 7s. 
 
In the competitive stuff, we had 8 teams make the semis (U8-1s, U9-2s, U10-1s, U11-3s,  
U12-3s, U12-1s, U13-2s and U19s), with 3 advancing to grand finals (U9-2s, U13-2s and U19s) 
and 1 (our U19s) being crowned PREMIERS. Well done 19s but we’ll talk about you later! 
 
Special mention to the U8-1s, U10-1s and U12-1s. As much as it hurts me to admit (but I have to 
be realistic) these sides were never going to win their comps - Div 1 footy at these ages is always 
a tough assignment. However, in saying that, they should have made the semis and would have 
‘underachieved’ if they hadn’t. All 3 teams had memorable games during their seasons (many at 
Billy Dee) which got them into to the semis so well done to all 3 sides. 
 
Our U9-2s and U13-2s both went down in the big one. Unfortunately the 9s (who were minor 
premiers) kept their worst game of the season for the last game – it was just one of those days! On 
the other hand, the U13-2s played out of their skins to go within a whisker of knocking over the 
aptly names Bears. After being smashed twice during the year, to say we were underdogs was an 
understatement. However, these boys have had ‘skills’ pumped into them for quite a few years 
and when combined with their big hearts (swelled by a massive crowd), the boys did everyone 
proud to go down by a mere 6. Great effort 13s! 
 
The 19s! ‘Back to back’ PREMIERS in the toughest junior league competition anywhere in the 
rugby league playing world!  And won with 10 seconds on the clock in front of a massive crowd – 
how sweet was that?! Congratulations to coach Wagstaff and his staff for a huge effort in getting 
the boys over the line. I say that because the side did have some hiccups. I was at the ‘airing of 
grievances’ on a cold Tuesday in the Club house and came out of the meeting in absolute shock. 
This side - where its members had won all of 1 premiership (last year) - suddenly had ‘big heads’ 
and a ‘couldn’t give a shet’ attitude. Fortunately we had a tough game at home the following 
Sunday which ended in a good win and an ‘all in’ brawl – definitely a bonding moment. Anyway, 
by season end Waggy got them re-focussed, got their head backs together and the rest is history. 
This side is a real inspiration for our younger sides that are going through the tough times/scores 
at present and I urge all Club members to read their reports later in the book. Fantastic work 19s!    
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For those new members to the Club you have probably realised I value crowd support – ‘not 
another grand final email’ you probably moaned. I make no apology. Our members (past and 
present) supporting our grand final teams is one of the things that sets your Club apart from the 
others and if you didn’t experience it this year at the 13s or the 19s, I urge you to give it a try. I 
convinced a couple of parents to go the semi at Delauney where our 19s played the major semi 
against the undefeated Sports side which contained 7 contracted Bulldogs Toyota Cup players. 
After only ever experiencing quiet Saturday morning footy, they had no idea Billy Dee could 
develop an atmosphere like it did for our boys on that Sunday. Needless to say they were at the 
Grand final to soak up another dose.  
 
And a massive thank you to those who did come to the 19s semi, the 13s grand final and the 19s 
grand final. I’ve already mentioned the influence on the 13s but it was more so with the 19s. One 
of the Hurstville players approached ‘Former Club legend’ Taylor Brown after the match with a 
‘Bud - You guys had 14 out their today!’ Thinking it was the old ‘referee was on your side’ 
comment, Brownie was about to unleash with a ‘You must be joking’ when the player added ‘That 
crowd was like an extra player today mate’. Mission accomplished. 
 
I might add the Junior League also thanked us for our attendance at the U13s grand final. Most 
people would not realise the Junior League has to hire Police to ensure security at grand finals. 
This comes at a cost of around $5500 and until our Club rocked up in numbers late in the day, the 
junior league were not going to break even - so at least now you know your admission dollars are 
at work!  
 
Once again the highlight of our social year was the Ball. Numbers hit the 150 mark which is our 
largest attendance to date. The kids’ Disco was big and the Golf Day was a great day as always. 
And it was good to see so many people at the Diggers for drinks, meals and general chit chat on a 
Saturday afternoon and night. The Diggers people do notice when we are there (and when we are 
not) so it is important to keep them happy as our sponsor (and keep team morale, spirit up with a 
bit of bonding over a cold one!). 
 
Now for the thankyous:- 
 

• Our generous sponsors; 
• The canteen manager Jane Grealy and all the people who helped on game day. Special 

mention to Tania Finch and Raelene Davidson who put in extra help on Sundays; 
• All the managers who for the first time entered their teams’ stats onto the junior league 

database. Some were better at it than others but they got there in the end!! 
• Dave Harrington for the newsletter and photos; 
• Nadine Standaloft for looking after the website; 
• Ken Hanratty for updating the Clubhouse photo and honour boards; 
• Simmo and Slats for organising the Golf Day and Anne Simpson for the Ball; 
• Raelene Davidson, Karen Rehayem, Kirsten Wilson and Natalie Bryant for the Kid’s 

Disco; 
• Aidan Harrington and ‘11 year player’ Jack Finch for their help setting up each game 

day – they enjoy my jokes! 
• Peter Finch for his BBQ and Bar work. Finchie excelled himself this year (and single 

handedly cleaned the Clubhouse after grand final night!! – Thanks mate. 
• Our team of Ground first aiders; and 
• Tim Millar and Grant Hanratty for organizing the Junior Presentation.  

 
We can’t function without your help so my sincerest thanks.  
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Finally, thanks to the Committee of Craig Jordan, Jon D’Astoli, Ken Slattery, Dave Harrington, 
Tim Bailey and Simon Standaloft for your great work during the year. Due to a change in work 
circumstances, Dave Harrington retires this year after 3 years of hard work. Thanks for your 
efforts with the newletter, photos, first aid and setting-up each game day morning. 
 
I hope to see you all back next year for another successful Saints season! 
 
GO THE SAINTS 
 
 
John Grealy 
President 
 

___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
The following poem was contributed by our U19s ‘Back to Back’ Premiership winning Coach 
Daniel Wagstaff. He has pumped this into his boys for 3 years so if ever a side was going to win a 
Grand Final with only 1 set of 6 left which started 10 metres from their own line, it was the 19s!! 
Enjoy. 

 
THE STRENGTH WITHIN 

 
Life’s a constant battle, 

How you think is how you cope, 
You can submit to hardship meekly, 

Or you can grab it by the throat. 
 

You can take the things that can’t be done, 
And find a way they can, 

It’s what makes the girl a woman, 
And what makes the boy a man. 

 
And the war is never over, 

Some days are won while some are lost, 
But it’s the fight that forges character, 

And the result is worth the cost. 
 

For if you tap that inner strength, 
You can rise above the rest, 

And take pride in your achievements, 
When you know you’ve done your best. 

 
But the true test is in your heart, 

And you’ll discover who you are, 
When you’ve given it your all, 

And you somehow raise the bar. 
 

It’s never saying never,  
It’s I’ll just do a couple more, 

That leaves the dreams of those who challenge you,  
In tatters on the floor. 

 
If there’s one simple rule in life, 

Then perhaps this is it, 
The quitters never win, 

And the winners never quit. 
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SECRETARY’S REPORT 

 
 
The 2012 season started with good numbers of players signing up. Once again this year we saw 
new players come to our Club across all age groups. Some of the older age groups struggled for 
numbers at first with the usual late comers signing on towards the start of the season.    
 
I would like to thank all of our Coaches, Managers and Trainers for volunteering their time. I 
know all of the effort put in pays off and is reflected in the comments received back from the 
junior league complimenting the way our teams are run. 
 
Thank you to our regular non-committee volunteers in particular the Finch family who never let 
us down when it comes to running the ground on game day and helping with functions at the Club 
house.  
 
Also thanks to our regular "ground official" helpers Dave (Cecil B de) Muscat, Shane Kennedy, 
and Michael Mulvihill for making our big game days successful and safe for all players and 
officials who visit our ground.      
 
One area we did struggle with this year was first aid. We need more people to volunteer and 
commit to getting accredited and tuning up on Saturdays for a few hours to share the load with 
our regular first aiders Tim Bailey, Dave Muscat, Dave Harrington, Dave Lake and Maureen 
Parnell. This is something I need to work on next year.    
 
Congratulations our Grand Finalists Under 9s and Under 13s  
 
Congratulations to our premiership winning team the Under 19s. To win back to back titles in a 
comp as tough as the ICCC is an achievement not many teams will ever enjoy.       
 
Lastly I would like to thank John and the committee for the friendship and support given to me 
throughout the last three years I have been secretary. 2013 will see me focusing on the operations 
of the ground on game day which I feel is my best way to contribute to the Club given my new 
work circumstances. 
 
 
Craig Jordan 
Secretary 
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CLUB SPONSORS 
 

Thank you to all the wonderful sponsors who have supported us. 
We hope to see you all again in 2013. 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

  
 

Revesby Dental Centre Specsavers Bankstown 

Urban Fencing Goop Guys 

Globe Batteries Peter Finch Carpet Laying & Repairs 

Barber Crew Impact Project Solutions 
  

Paul Swibel Electrical Bryants Tree Service 

A. Line Plumbing & Drainage S Wilson & Associates PL 

Arabella Lounge Corporate Impressions 

One Personal Training PAA PL Air Conditioning & Electrical Services
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PLAYER ACHIEVEMENTS 
 

TOYOTA CUP (U20s) 
 

St George: Taylor Brown 
Cronulla: Josh Rainbow 

 
JUNIOR REPRESENTATIVE PLAYERS 2012 

 

NSWCHS U18s: Luke Vella 
NSWPSSA: Michael Fahd 

 
SG Ball Bulldogs: Jeremy Fuller, Luke Vella  

 
JUNIOR DEVELOPMENT SQUADS 2012 

 
U15 Bulldogs: Liam Mulvihill, Brandan Sua, Jacob Sua 

 

U15 Balmain: Conor Davidson 
 

U14 Bulldogs: Scott Hannigan, Fatu Togagae, Brendon Dravet, Devante Faanoi 
 

U13 Bulldogs: Luke Reardon, Jack Ryan,    
 

10 YEAR PLAYERS 2012 
 

Justin Bold, Jarrett Boyd, Gary Stone, Adam Darwich, Liam Mulvihill, Adam Sader, 
Steele Brown, Brandon Donovan, Devante Faanoi, Aseri Raikalevu, Josh Thompson-Reynolds 

 
 

PLAYER AWARDS 2011 
 

INTERNATIONAL PLAYER OF THE YEAR  
Luke Vella 

 
MOD PLAYER OF THE YEAR  

Kueva Lynch 
 

MINI PLAYER OF THE YEAR  
Trent Bailey 

 
PRESIDENT’S TROPHY  

Matthew Dawes 
 

PAUL BURKE TROPHY  
Jarrod Simpson 

 
ROGER STONE TROPHY  

Jeremy Fuller 
 

TODD COOPER TROPHY  
Josh Hannigan 

 
BILL BERKLEY TROPHY  

Vincent Quintal 
 

ANTHONY BERG TROPHY  
Hayden Swibel 
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PAST PLAYER AWARD RECIPIENTS 
 
 

MINI, MOD and INTERNATIONAL ‘PLAYERS OF THE YEAR’ 
 
 

Year Mini Player Mod Player International Player 
1983 Brett Williams Jason Berg Mark Johnsen 
1984 Peter Coates Stephen Newton Graham McPherson 
1985 Corey Hughes Glen Hughes Clint Robinson 
1986 Brent Sherwin Brett Clements Andrew Devlin 
1987 Brent Sherwin Peter Burke Andrew Devlin 
1988 Peter Long Andrew French Scott McGrath 
1989 Glenn Hall Shane Garvey Marco De Angelis 
1990 Mark Riddell Stephen Deehan Jamie Graham 
1991 Mitchell Hall Peter Cohen Brett Clements 
1992 Robert Cameron Andrew Boukaram Stephen Newton 
1993 Mark Taylor Anthony Charet Scott Murphy 
1994 Ben Robinson Charife Chahine Brett Lee 
1995 Jason Ranieri Ian Kirk Wayne Hanratty 
1996 Andrew Phelps Adam Turk Adam McDonald 
1997 Bill Mason Cameron Phelps Todd Cooper 
1998 Ben Aggar Curtis Finn Keegan Hayden 
1999 Adam Bryce Sam Reynolds Kieran Deas 
2000 Jonathon Calamia Shannon Borg Eddie Fui Fui 
2001 George Sava Hisham Krayem Shane Riddell 
2002 Thomas Grealy Justin Pascoe Gavin Raper 
2003 Tim Ward Tom Wilson Mitch McBride 
2004 Justin Gugich Ryan Murray Mitchell Hall 
2005 Devante Faanoi Mark Harb Michael Atme 
2006 Devante Faanoi Jaydn McGregor Andrew Mortimer 
2007 Rhys Harrington Liam Mulvihill Aaron Miranda 
2008 Lachlan Jordan Jaydn McGregor David Eisenhuth 
2009 Lachlan Jordan Liam Mulvihill Taylor Brown 
2010 Thomas Davenport Jack Ryan Josh Rainbow 
2011 Trent Bailey Kueva Lynch Luke Vella 
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PAST RECIPIENTS OF PERPETUAL AWARDS 
 

PRESIDENT’S TROPHY 
 

Year Player Year Player 
2002 John Devane 2007 Sean McGuiness 
2003 Luke Carroll 2008 Nathan Sellings 
2004 Todd Stanford 2009 Kieran Deas 
2005 Dean Woodbridge 2010 Graham McFarlane 
2006 Dane Elliott 2011 Matthew Dawes 

 
 

SECRETARY’S TROPHY 
 

Year Player 
2006 Michael Hanratty 

 
 

PAUL BURKE TROPHY  
 

Year Player Year Player 
1999 Craig Guthrie 2006 Justin Hall 
2000 Luke Notley 2007 Jason Mayoh 
2001 Junior Puroko 2008 Not Presented 
2002 Shaun McGuiness 2009 Matt O’Shea 
2003 Dave Eisenhuth 2010 James Leten 
2004 Dane Brennan 2011 Jarrod Simpson 
2005 Nathan Pettit   

 
 

ROGER STONE TROPHY  
 

Year Player Year Player 
1997 Justin Hall 2005 Michael Langtry 
1998 Keegan Hayden 2006 Justin McGuire 
1999 Andrew Mortimer 2007 Luke Lembryk 
2000 Ben Barrett 2008 Not Presented 
2001 Mark Taylor 2009 Johnathon Horwood 
2002 Adam Roy 2010 Trent Colquhoun 
2003 Dane Ayling 2011 Jeremy Fuller 
2004 Troy Cohen   

    
 

TODD COOPER TROPHY  
 

Year Player Year Player 
1999 Simon Lovisa 2006 Liam Mulvihill 
2000 Chris Borg 2007 Thomas Lambropoulos 
2001 John Stambouli 2008 Mitchell Wilson 
2002 Andrew Riley 2009 Kayne Grove 
2003 Luke Collins 2010 Scott Hannigan 
2004 Anthony Khoury 2011 Josh Hannigan 
2005 Chris Slattery   
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PAST RECIPIENTS OF PERPETUAL AWARDS (cont.) 
 

BILL BERKLEY TROPHY  
 

Year Player Year Player 
1997 Simon Lovisa 2005 Jeremy Fuller 
1998 Matt O’Shea 2006 Kevin Weeks 
1999 Brendon Small 2007 Alexander Masima 
2000 Johnathon Horwood 2008 Fatu Togagae 
2001 Tom Wilson 2009 Stuart Higham 
2002 Brett Denford 2010 Nathan Boland 
2003 Nathan Morris 2011 Vincent Quintal 
2004 Trevor Faanoi   

 
ANTHONY BERG TROPHY  

 
Year Player Year Player Year Player 
1988 Tim Roarty 1996 Tynan Cook 2004 Kyle Lloyd 
1989 Sean Donovan 1997 Sam Byron 2005 Kyle Churchill 
1990 Ben Robinson 1998 Hayden Sankey 2006 Bodie Bradford 
1991 Matt Calderon 1999 Joel Smith 2007 Lachlan Jordan 
1992 Tim Mortimer 2000 Kerry Mason 2008 Aidan Davidson 
1993 Dane Corbin 2001 Themi Drosinos 2009 Bailey Standaloft 
1994 Gavin Raper 2002 Tristan Boyd 2010 Trent Bailey 
1995 Not presented 2003 Steele Brown 2011 Hayden Swibel 

 
 
 

FIRST GRADE PLAYERS 
 

Gerard Raper Bulldogs (1976) Corey Hughes Bulldogs (1998) 
Peter Raper Newtown (1977) Ben Roarty Melbourne (1998) 
Garry Boyd Newtown (1978) Brent Sherwin Bulldogs (1999) 
Greg Sankey Bulldogs (1981) Justin Holbrook Newcastle (2000) 
Clint Robinson Balmain (1988) Mark Riddell St. George/Ill (2001) 
Craig Weston Gold Coast (1992) Glenn Hall Bulldogs (2002) 
Glen Hughes Bulldogs (1992) Cameron Phelps Bulldogs (2005) 
Steven Hughes Bulldogs (1993) Jarrad Hickey Bulldogs (2006) 
Brett Clements Bulldogs (1996)   

 
 
 

LIFE MEMBERS 
 

Ron Smith (1969) Phil Newton (1994) Ken Hanratty (2002) 
Jim O'Meara (1970) Paul Edghill (1995) Chris Stokes (2003) 
Jack Madden (1970)  Allan Sherwin (1997) Peter Raper (2006) 
Frank McGrath (1983) Peter Waring  (1999) Adam McDonald (2008) 
Bill Berkeley  (1984) Mick Hall (2000) Alan Wren (2009) 
John Woods (1991) Bill Kennedy (2000) Grant Hanratty (2010) 
Neil McKenzie (1991) Michael Benjamin (2001)  
John Coates (1993) Terry Hickey (2001)  
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TEN YEAR PLAYERS 
 

Allan Murray Dawes Matthew Hughes Paul Sader Adam 
Barakat Andrew Deehan Brendan Hughes Steven Salmon Mark 
Barakat Ben Deehan Stephen Jones Bradley Sherwin Brent 
Barakat Nathan Devlin Andrew Jones Gavin Sherwin Craig 
Benjamin Dean Devlin Matthew Keighran Glen Sherwin Greg 
Benjamin Matthew Devlin Sean Kennedy Joshua Simpson Jarrod 
Benjamin Stephen Devlin Simon Kennedy Mark Simpson Joshua 
Bennett Sam Devlin Stephen Khoury Chris Smith Brad 
Berkley Danny Divall Stephen King Kieran Smith David 
Berkley Jamie Donovan Brandon Kirk Ian Smith Peter  
Berkley William (Jnr) Dwyer John Lown Stephen Steward Matthew 
Berkley John Easton Christopher Lloyd Kyle Stone Matthew 
Berkley Liam (20 Yrs) Edghill Matthew Mason Grant Stone Daniel 
Berkley Martin Eisenhuth David Mason Steve Stone Gary 
Bird Mathew Elias Dylan Mayoh Jason Tatham Kurt 
Bold Justin Elliott Dane Mayoh Luke Taylor Brett 
Boukaram Andrew Faanoi Trevor Mayoh Nathan Taylor Craig 
Boyd Garry Faanoi Devante McCroary Brett Taylor James 
Boyd Jarrett Farrell Terrence McDonald Adam Taylor Mark 
Bryce Jack Finch Jack McGrath Scott Thompson-Reynolds Josh 
Brennan Dane Fitzgerald David Michaels Thomas Tucker Corey 
Brennan Garth Fitzgerald Graeme Mortimer Andrew Wagstaff Matthew 
Brown Geoff Fitzgerald Ken Mulvihill Liam Walsh James 
Brown Andrew Fitzgerald Peter Nash Anthony Waring Martin 
Brown Graham Formica Scott Newton Stephen Weaver Adam 
Brown Taylor Garvey Shane Notley Luke Weaver Stephen 
Brown Steele Graham Jamie O’Donovan Sean Wiegold Aaron 
Burke Paul Grealy John O’Grady Greg Williams Brett 
Burke Peter Grealy Thomas O’Shea Matthew Wilson Nathan 
Byron Anthony Hall Glenn Oxley Colin Wood Adam 
Byron David Hall Justin Oxley Ross Wood Luke 
Byron Christopher Hall Mitchell Parslow Declan Woods Adam 
Calamia Jonathon Hall Nicholas Phelps Andrew Yasbek David 
Carroll Luke Hambly Andrew Phelps Cameron  
Chahine Chehabe Hanratty Grant Potts Andrew  
Chamberlain Adam Hanratty Michael Raikaleveu Aseri  
Clements Michael Hanratty Wayne Ranieri Jason  
Coates Peter Hayward Jason Raper Brent  
Colquhoun Trent Henderson Nathan Raper Gavin  
Cooper Todd Hickey Adam Raper Gerard  
Coorey James Hickey Ben Raper Peter  
Coughtrey Mark Hickey Jarrad Reardon Toby  
Coughtrey Steve Hickey Patrick Reynolds Lee  
Darwich Adam Hickey Stephen Reynolds Sam  
Davidson Liam Horwood Johnathon Riddell Luke  
Davidson Conor Hughes Corey Riddell Shane  
Davis Jason Hughes Glen Roarty Ben  
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UNDER 6 DIVISION 4 
 

  
Back Row: Mark Weir (Trainer), Andrew Martin (Manager) 
Front Row: Ahmed Tleis, Jesse Pinheiro, Noah Weir, Joshua Randall, Krisnan Melki, Sebastian 
Pinheiro, Darcy de Meur, Cooper Martin 
Absent: Ethan Harrison, Zacharia Taleb, Lachlan Thompson, Jake Vesanen    
 

 
TEAM REPORT 
 
It was an enthusiastic group of boys who embarked on their first year of rugby league and ended 
with most of them excited about next year. The start of the year didn’t look so promising with our 
first game in division 3, however with our relegation back to division 4 we were somewhat more 
evenly matched (with a couple of teams). 
 
Noah was to become our tackling specialist, whilst Ethan was equally improving with each game 
he played. Sebastian unfortunately suffered an early set back breaking his arm leaving his brother 
Jesse as the family’s representative and went on to improve each game he played. 
Joshua started to realise his potential and developed into a good tackler and runner while 
Zacharia was always elusive. Jake produced some great games pulling off one of the best tackles 
of the year. Darcy’s try late in the year certainly improved his confidence and gave him 
something to build on. 
 
Krisnan made plenty of enthusiastic runs and started to develop his tackling technique whilst our 
late addition to the team Ahmed certainly had an impact with his enthusiastic running scoring 
some good tries. Lachlan had some great games scoring tries including a great long range effort 
beating plenty of defenders. Cooper started to find his feet and also scored some great tries and 
both became our go to runners. 
 
A big thanks must go out to our fill in coaches Tim Millar, Tom Grealy, Ben Samuel                          
and Grant Hanratty who gave up their time to help us out throughout the year. Also thanks to 
Mark “Bobby Bouche” Weir who consistently supplied the boys with quality H2O and support. 
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UNDER 6 DIVISION 2 
 

  
Back Row: Antony Gitsham (Manager), Jodi Raish (Coach) 
Middle Row: Lucas McAndrew, Damon Taufa, Daniel Raish, Lachlan George, Nash Allworth, 
Cooper Kovalik 
Front Row: Zac Maarbani, Rhys Gitsham, Brodie Kovalik, Marcus Khoury, George Tarabay, 
Thomas Scott 
Absent: Sean Khoury (Trainer) 
 
 
COACH’S REPORT 
 
I appreciate the Club giving me the opportunity to coach the U6-2 this season. Wow have I learnt 
heaps about footy, the boys and Saints Rugby League Club.  Thanks to the parents in having faith 
in me as their sons’ coach, I hope the boys got as much as I did out of this season. 
 
This year we had 4 boys in the team in their second year of footy and 8 new players.  This season 
delivered a fair few loses and some great wins, but the improvement in all the boys was 
remarkable.  From the first few games where we only had a few boys who would take a hit up to 
the last game of the session where they all wanted the ball every time. Not all the boys are going 
up to the U7s next year but I can’t wait to see the boys come back a bit bigger and stronger they 
all have great potential to be the stars of the future. 
 
Huge thanks to Sean for his support and help throughout the season as trainer. As you could 
imagine trying to keep 12 little boys in order is not easy at times.  Antony and his big black folder 
kept us all organised and reminded me of the rules, thank you for your time and efforts through 
the season as our manager. And a thank you to Peta (secretary to the manager) your help 
definitely did not go unnoticed. 
And a big thankyou goes out to all the parents / siblings in our team that put their hand up to run 
lines, cook on the BBQ, serve in the canteen, cut the rolls, turn up to the raffles at the Diggers and 
most of all the watching over my little Noah. 
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But the biggest thank you has to go out to the unsung heroes of the Saint Junior Rugby League 
Club. Those wonderful people who give up their time behind the scenes to do the regos, meetings, 
field set up and pack up, unlocking the park for training, organisation of the social outings (loved 
the golf day), weekly raffles, Jane and her work in the canteen and every other job that makes the 
Club what it is. I urge all parents to take an active role in this fantastic Club. 
 
 
MANAGER’S REPORT 
 
How fast the season passed this year, managing the U6-2s this year was a very enjoyable and 
rewarding experience.  My second year as a manager enabled me to be more organised and to be 
proactive with regards to obtaining help from the other parents. I would like to say thankyou to 
my wife who managed the manager! 
 
We had a mixed bag of boys this year, some with a season under their belt, others playing rugby 
league for the first time.  We may have had the smallest sized players in the competition but we 
certainly had the biggest hearts!  All of our players grew throughout the season and I am sure 
there are some future super stars amongst the team. 
 
A big thank you to all the parents that helped out over the season. Your assistance is greatly 
appreciated especially when the Club is solely run by volunteers. To the trainers, I would like to 
give a huge thanks to Sean, our official trainer who gladly put his hand up to train our boys week 
in week out and support our coach and getting the little monsters to listen!  I would also like to 
make a special mention to Dave Raish (our unofficial trainer), for his assistance when needed at 
both training and the games.  
 
And to the coach, Jodi (Mrs R) Raish; What a fantastic coach Jodi made, providing firm but fair 
direction to the boys and ensuring each player was developed and encouraged throughout the 
season. Jodi kept stats during each game and tried to ensure every player had an equal number of 
runs. She made the focus of each game about enjoying the game and competing to the best of the 
boys’ abilities. It is a pleasure to be involved with such a great Club and to meet such kind and 
generous people.  Looking forward to next season already! 
  
  
PLAYER PROFILES 
 
Nash Allworth: Nash always tried hard on the field, every game his confidence and effort grew. 
Being his first year of footy there was so much to learn, when he realises his strength, size and 
speed he will be unstoppable. Good luck in the U7s next year Nash. 
 
Lachlan George: Lachlan had a strong second season using his existing skills and building on 
them. His great vision and his running ability put him over the line several times and this ability 
will see him as a player of the future, especially in the U7s next season. 
 
Rhys Gitsham: Rhys in his second year was still one of our smaller boys, but this did not stop 
him in his runs, gaining some fantastic metres. Rhys still has one more year in under U6s and will 
be an expert when he goes up to the 7s. 
 
Marcus Khoury: (The kicker) Marcus had a great season, kicking our only conversion all season. 
Marcus’s tackling improved heaps this season and his strong running made him a force to be 
reckoned with. Marcus is more than ready to go up to the U7s next year 
 
Brodie Kovalik: Small in stature but a huge heart. He was the youngest in our team and by far the 
smallest, when on the field he would keep trying no matter the size of the opposition, with a bit 
more size he will be a big threat in future years to come. I hope to see him back in the U6s next 
year. 
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Cooper Kovalik: He loved being with his team mates on the field. In his first year of football 
Cooper showed great improvement in his runs gaining valuable metre and will be an asset when 
he goes up to U7s next year. 
 
Zachariah Maarbani: Joined us late in the season for his first go at league and added a bit of 
size to our team. He was super keen. Zac showed great strength is his tackles and runs and fast 
became a very valuable team player.  
 
Lucas McAndrew: Lucas made some excellent runs this year matched with some good tackles, 
as the season progressed he got more and more involved. (Stay away from the sideline) Can’t wait 
to see you in the U7s. 
 
Daniel Raish: This being Daniel’s second season he knew what was going on and where he 
should be, I could always count on him in the dummy half roll. He worked a lot on his step this 
season trying to step everyone. His improved tackling saved many tries. Step aside 7s Daniel is on 
his way. 
 
Thomas Scott: (The tackling machine) Tom was born for league, his hard and consistent tackles 
and great runs made him a very valuable player, his little commentaries and trying to put the ref 
on report make him a great personality. Tom will blitz the U6s again next year with his skills. 
 
George Tarabay: Speed star – Boy can George run fast. It took George a few weeks before he 
was willing to have a run in a game but week by week his confidence grew, those quick little legs 
saw him go over that try line a few times in the season, sometimes forgetting to stop. I hope you 
will be back next year to sprint past all those 6s 
 
Damon Taufa: Damon had a cracker of a first season with great runs and tackles. His ability to 
dodge the opposition saw him go over the try line many times. Damon gets another year in the 6s 
and will be able to lead by example. 
 

 
 

Grant Hanratty is awarded Life Membership by Phil Newton 
supported by Tom Grealy and Jason Mayoh 
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UNDER 6 DIVISION 1 
 

 
Back Row: Grant Hanratty (Manager), Tom Grealy (Coach) 
Middle Row: Matthew Maric, Mark Bishara, Mitchell Rowles, Fred Safi, Adrien Safi  
Front Row: James Safi, Lucas Cassar, Lucas Pengue, Jack Hanratty, Lachlan Burke    
Absent: Ben Samuel (Trainer), Adam McDonald (Trainer) 
 
 
MANAGER’S REPORT 
 
The U6s this year started with 35 fresh faced boys all excited to continue or start their football 
career with St Christopher’s JRLFC.  In what seemed to be chaos at the start, it eventually turned 
into 3 teams of equal numbers of old players and new players - Some experienced and most not.  
 
Our team the U6-1s was formed and we set about trying to turn them into a competitive team.  
This task was assigned to our coach Tom Grealy and his trainer Ben Samuel who both grabbed 
the reigns and took charge right from the start. 
 
The boys trained hard and formed a good little team that was always competitive throughout the 
year.  We won plenty of games, had a draw, along with suffering a few defeats along the way. If 
competition points were kept we would have finished 4th and made the semis. 
Hopefully the boys learned some things throughout the year that they can take through their 
careers with the Club.  I certainly know that both Tom and Ben learnt how hard at times it is to 
control a bunch of cheeky six year olds. 
 
I personally would like to thank both Tom and Ben for their efforts this year.  You both have done 
an outstanding job teaching our boys the game of Rugby League.  I would also like to thank each 
and every parent of the team.  Hopefully we can stick together as a group and watch our boys 
grow together. Lastly without our boys we wouldn’t be here so thanks boys, you made my year 
and I look forward to many more. Bring on the trip away 
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PLAYER PROFILES 
 
Jack Hanratty: A fantastic second year of football for Jack.  Very fast and nippy around the ruck 
saw him score 25 tries for the year and take out our highest point scorer.  Needs to work a little 
more on his tackling technique so as to become an even better player.  Took out our ‘Best and 
Fairest’ player award this year. 
 
Mitchell Rowles: A solid year for Mitchell this year with him playing in a variety of positions 
and always giving his best.  Very big and fast and on his day could pull off some beautiful cover 
tackles and score some great tries.  With a little more confidence he will be definitely one to 
watch in years to come.  A fantastic goal kicker also. 
 
Matthew Maric: A good year Matt in his first year with the Club.  Very big and fast also and 
when at full pace he was very hard to pull down.  Scored some really strong tries through his 
strength and determination and also could be relied on to tackle all game.  Will be an even better 
player next year for the experience. 
 
Adrien Safi: New to the Club this year and what a year it turned out to be.  Started a little slowly 
but came out of his shell to really become a valuable team member.  Very big, strong and fast and 
could often be seen smashing into the opposition players.  Now this year is over I can’t wait to see 
him go around again next year. 
 
James Safi: Like his brother, James started the year off a little slowly but soon warmed to the 
task as he learnt the game.  James has a very good tackling game and often smashed players, 
stopping them in their tracks.  Again another player who will definitely benefit from this year.  
Will be a huge force next year. 
 
Mark Bishara: A good year from Mark who always gave his best for the team.  Another one of 
our big boys, Mark could always be seen doing the hard yards for his team, whether it was hitting 
it up or tackling.  Needs to back his size more often and believe in his own ability. 
 
Fred Safi: Every team needs a Fred Safi.  His enthusiasm was excellent and he was always 
encouraging his mates.  A very solid player across the park saw him consistently involved in 
everything.  Very good tackler and a strong runner made Fred a very valuable team member.  
Took out our ‘Most Improved’ player this year. 
 
Lucas Cassar: A very solid year from Lucas.  Always improved in every aspect of the game and 
could always be relied on to gain some valuable metres for the team.  Lucas has one of the best 
tackling techniques in the team and loved to get involved in smashing players over the sideline. 
 
Lachlan Burke: Hard to believe that Lachlan still has another year in the sixes.  Always prepared 
to do whatever it took for the team.  Scored some really good tries and consistently tackled all 
game.  With next year being his third year as a six year old I shudder to think of the damage he 
will do. 
 
Lucas Pengue: Another player who can also play sixes again next year, little Lucas was a 
tackling pocket rocket machine.  No matter how big they were Lucas would always put his body 
on the line.  Also a dummy half specialist who was always in position and gave good service to 
his first receiver.  Look out next year. 
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UNDER 7 DIVISION 3  
 

 
Back Row: Noah Alkhair (Manager), Anthony Sahyoun (Trainer), Steve Burke (Coach), Paul 
Forrester (Trainer) 
Middle Row: Joshua Trevitt, Billy Burke, Samuel Cross, Murray Hardy, Marcus Sahyoun, Evan 
Anderson  
Front Row: Max Hart, Alexander Alkhair, Thomas Forrester, Daniel Cutrupi, Tarley Killorn 
Absent: Mason Harrop 
 
 
COACH’S REPORT 
 
How quick a season can go. With a team that only had three players who had played before I was 
left with the thought that it would be a long season. How wrong I was – time flies when you’re 
having fun. It was a pleasure to coach a new team who were eager to learn the game.  They all 
had individual talents that when brought together as a team made the opposition know that we 
weren’t a push over. Defence (brickwall) and attack improved with each training session and 
game.  
 
With the help of our two trainers, Anthony and Paul we got the team into good form and had a lot 
of fun.  Our Manager Noah kept the parents and players informed of the upcoming games and 
events (not bad for a first timer) thanks to them for their efforts throughout the year.  At times my 
passion for the game proved too much for our manager which kept things interesting off the field 
as well as on. Thanks for the hugs Paul. 
  
To all the parents it is a hard task to get to training and the game with so many other commitments 
in hand, but you all did it well. I am sure the boys don’t appreciate it now, but in years to come 
they will thank you. Good Work!  Also, thank you to everyone that helped at training, on game 
day, attended events and helped sell raffle tickets at the Diggers.   
Finally, to the boys you have all put the Club in good step for years to come and it would be 
fantastic to see you all continue for many years in this great game of RUGBY LEAGUE.   
P.S – Keep building that BRICK WALL and GO SAINTS!! 
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MANAGER’S REPORT 
 
Sitting at my desk as I type away this final Manager’s report for 2012 I reflect back to the first 
day at training when Coach Steve Burke asked the gathered parents for a volunteer for the team 
Manager’s position. 
 
Whilst his passion and enthusiasm for the team were difficult to ignore it was his 
misrepresentation of the Manager’s task which got me over the line. “Easy job”, he said, couple 
of meetings here and there, you may be required to help from time to time, send an email, make a 
phone call etc…..well all I can say is that he got me good!! 
 
Despite Coach Steve’s misrepresentation of the position, I wear the maroon and gold with pride 
and can honestly say that it was an absolute pleasure, truly an honour and rewarding beyond all 
my expectations to have worked with the Club management which successfully promotes a spirit 
of inclusion and community, our Coach Steve Burke who gave of his time and energy selflessly, 
our trainers Anthony Sahyoun and Paul Forrester who patiently nurtured the talents of all our 
boys, the parents and families who provided invaluable support and of course the talented, hard 
working, football loving and well behaved boys of the Saints under 7s Div 3 team, who did 
themselves proud. 
 
We have a talented group of boys in our team who got on well both on and off the field. Most of 
our boys will return next year where we will be building on what we started in 2012…..Go 
Saints! 
 
 
PLAYER PROFILES 
 
Alexander Alkhair: Known as “Speedy-gonz-Alex” In his rookie year Alex often left 
opposition players in his dust and clutching at thin air as he raced away to score. In an excellent 
first year Alex showed that he was a try scoring machine topping the team points scoring tally and 
running second in the division. His scoring ability and his No: 2 ranking in the player points 
makes Alex a worth recipient of the Rookie of the Year award.  Excellent work Alex!  
 
Billy Burke: Known as “Billy the kid” like his namesake, Billy is a complex character. A talented 
young man who played best when he led the team onto the field as captain. Billy has the ability to 
fool the opposition with his fancy footwork and deceptive running style, with his passing skills he 
set up many tries for his team. His fun loving, carefree nature ensured that he was popular 
amongst his team, well done Billy on a great year. 
 
Evan Anderson: Known as “Explosive Evan” joining the team mid season was New Zealand 
import Evan Anderson. From the first time he strapped on the boots at training it was clear that 
this boy could play. Assisted by a strong and fast running style Evan averaged more than a try a 
match, this along with an excellent tackling technique showed that Evan was an excellent all-
round player, look out Australia this boy is a future Kiwi international, great stuff Evan!   
  
Joshua Trevitt: Known as “Jumping Josh” in his first year of footy, this young talented player 
was all over the park. Whether running the full length of the field to score a try or chasing down 
an opposition player to save a try, Josh was like a jack rabbit, jumping all over the place to get the 
job done. Josh played well throughout the year and will be an asset to the team next year, well 
done on an excellent year, great job Josh. 
 
Marcus Sahyoun: Known as “Marcus The Destroyer” another first time player, Marcus was the 
no nonsense hard man of the team. Marcus always ran the ball straight up the middle, his 
powerful fend and tricky foot work ensured that he was always difficult to tackle often dragging 
opposition players down field. His running style was complemented by his “brick wall” defence, 
well done on a great year.  
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Mason Harrop: Known as “Menacing Mason” quiet and unassuming off the field, Mason was a 
force to be reckoned with whenever he put on the footy boots. His ability to hit the defence, turn, 
spin and pass was a great asset to the team. Mason improved as the season went on and his 
abilities with the footy helped the speed men of the side score many a try, well done on an 
excellent year Mason. 
 
Matthew Cutrupi: Known as “Dancing Matthew” blessed with speed and twinkle toes to match 
the best dancers in the world, Matthew mesmerized the opposition players with fancy footwork to 
score many tries. Matthew played well all year, whether from dummy half or first receiver he 
always got the job done. Congratulations on an excellent year, well done Matthew.  
 
Max Hart: Known as “Magic Max” blessed with a bag of tricks, Max was an excellent ball 
runner and a great tackler. He played well all season, never taking a backward step when it came 
to tackling, he always got his man. Max was also blessed with speed and a wicked sidestep which 
helped him cross the line for a number of tries, great job Max, well done on a great year of footy. 
 
Murray Hardy: Known as “Murray the Mauler” despite his tender age of 7, Murray showed 
maturity beyond his years. He was clinical in everything he did, he trained well, played hard but 
fair and tackled everything that came his way. Murray was the ‘go to’ man of the side as he had 
the ability to score points from anywhere on the park and with his methodical tackling style, he 
cut down the opposition with each tackle. Murray is a true champion in every sense, ranking No. 
1 in the player points Murray is a much deserved winner of the Best and Fairest award for 2012. 
   
Samuel Cross: Known as “Steamroller Sam” timid by nature, this first year friendly GIANT 
improved with each game he played. As his name suggests “Steamroller Sam” was a straight 
running, fearsome player who was very difficult to tackle. Sam played a valuable part in the team 
providing the hard work up front which enabled the glory boys to score points, well done on a 
great year Sam.   
 
Tarley Killorn: Known as “Terrifying Tarley” the quiet achiever of the team was Tarley. He 
performed well at training and always gave it his best on game day. Whilst Tarley was very 
popular amongst his team, he terrified the opposition with his speedy running which helped him 
score tries, and with an evasive side step and strong “brick wall” defence he was a valuable 
member of the team. Well done Tarley on an excellent year. 
 
Thomas Forrester: Known as “Thomas The Tank” small in stature but a GIANT by every 
other measure. Thomas was the ultimate professional even at the age of 7. He listened at training 
and implemented everything he was taught. He is definitely a thinker and has a wonderful football 
brain, whether scooting from dummy half to cross over for a match winning try or pulling off an 
around the laces copy book tackle on much bigger boys. Thomas was an inspiration to his team 
mates and a joy to watch, definitely a future NRL star and a worthy recipient of the 2012 Players’ 
Player, well done Thomas. 
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UNDER 7 DIVISION 1 
 

 
Back Row: Mark Boyne (Trainer), Tim Millar (Coach), Chris Zanbaka (Manager), Charlie Assaf 
(Trainer) 
Middle Row: Toto’a Lynch, Youssef Maarbani, Kian Boyne, Oscar Moseley, Owen Millar, 
Connor Bryce  
Front Row: Peter Assaf, Jack Zanbaka, Gabriel Melki, Ryan Klem, Hayden Swibel, Sean Amy 
 
 
COACH’S REPORT 
 
We started the year with not knowing what division we would be in, finally to be placed into 
Division 1. We played against teams who have been together for 3 or 4 years, this was our team’s 
first year together and the boys started playing and working as a team.  
 
We started the season with a tough win against Greenacre and ended it by finally getting the 
monkey off our back by beating Moorebank.  The boys played well, finishing 3rd and proving we 
can compete against the bigger kids.  
 
I would like to thank our manager Chris who has done everything behind the scenes, our trainers 
Charlie and Mark for helping out at training and the game, running the line and the water.  I 
would also like to thank our ball boys, Jack Amy, Liam Bryce and Youssef’s and Totoa's brothers 
for running the tee out. And finally I would to thank all the parents for helping out this year.  
 
See you all next year! 
 
MANAGER’S REPORT 
 
Being a part of this team of boys for the 2nd year running has been not only a great experience for 
me with them, but also something that I am now used to. Times like the off-season make me 
realise this, and season 2013 can’t come quick enough. 
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Not only do we have a great group of boys in the team, but us, as coaching staff and parents have 
developed a different level of mateship with our children and their friends and others within the 
Club. That is what a Club like St. Christophers provides us and for that I am also grateful. 
 
The boys performed their hearts out this year, showing a lot of improvement in both attack and 
defence, and most of all, their knowledge of the game.  
 
Special mention must go to our award winners for this year. Peter Assaf has been our most 
consistent player and is our Player of the Year. Sean Amy receives the Team Spirit award for 
being such a good team player, and someone that everyone loves to have around. Connor Bryce 
wins our Most Improved award this year. 
 
Coach Tim Millar has done a fantastic job with the boys helping them with their development. 
Our trainers Mark Boyne and Charlie Assaf have also been major influences on the boys, on and 
off the field. The respect that the whole team has for these guys is immense, and deservedly so, 
and this is reflected through the team’s performance every week they show up to play! 
 
Thank you to the parents for getting your children to training, helping out when required and 
offering whatever time you had where possible in helping us with the team. Also thanks to the 
ball boys that were normally brothers of the players for their help. We hope to see you all back in 
2013 for a bumper season and with new challenges ahead for us to tackle in the under 8s 
competition. 
 
 
PLAYER PROFILES  
 
Kian Boyne: Another solid season from Kian, his love for rugby league is showing on the field 
with his competitive attitude coming out.  He is tackling and running the ball with more 
confidence.  Keep up the good work Boynie  
 
Sean Amy: This year Sean showed more confidence in tackling the opposition and running the 
ball.  Sean loves playing dummy half and taking on the defensive line on the last tackle.  Keep up 
the good work Grasshopper  
 
Peter Assaf: Peter this year showed a lot of heart in attack and defence, making some solid 
tackles and showing some pace to score tries and stop the opposition scoring them.  Well done 
Pistol  
 
Hayden Swibel: Hayden showed his confidence in running the ball.  His cover defence was 
outstanding this year and he is showing good skills.  Well done Haydo  
 
Ryan Klem: Ryan started the season a little bit hesitant but moving him into 1st Receiver gave 
him some more confidence to run the ball and tackle some of the bigger kids.  Well done  
 
Oscar Moseley: Oscar was a try scoring machine this year, making a lot of metres for us.  He was 
hesitant to tackle at the start of the year but came good at the end of the season.  Good effort Bull  
 
Jack Zanbaka: Jack is one of our smallest players but has the biggest heart.  Scoring his first 
ever try this year, Jack has improved so much.  Keep up the good work JZ.  
 
Owen Millar: Owen started the season a bit slow but gained more confidence throughout the 
year. Using his size to run through the defensive line, he also made some good tackles.  Good 
effort OJ  
 
Connor Bryce: Another slow starter, but after a couple of rounds his confidence grew and he was 
running the ball solid and making tackles.  Well done Brycie  
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Youssef Maarbani: Starting the season a little slow, he improved towards the middle of the 
season, scoring a good try and making some very good tackles.  Well done U  
 
Toto'a Lynch: Toto'a had a very solid year again, showing a very good tackling technique, and 
running the ball solid.  Well done T  
 
Gabriel Melki: Gabby is one of the shyer kids in the team, but started to get more involved in the 
plays, making some solid tackles and good runs.  Keep up the good work Gabby 
 

 
 

What are we wearing tonight Greals? 
Club President John Grealy with Tim Bailey 
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UNDER 8 DIVISION 3 
 

 
Back Row: David Muscat (Manager), Bryan Rodoreda (Coach), Michael Cutrupi (Trainer) 
Middle Row: Liam Taufa, Jez de Meur, Blake Muscat, Ky Rodoreda 
Front Row: Yaanula Wanigasekera, Bianca Cutrupi 
Absent: Tommy Achram, Winston Harrison, Blake Dimovski 
 
 
MANAGER’S REPORT 
 
This year’s competition proved to be a very tough one for not only all the players with some kids 
playing rugby league for their very first time, but also for the coaching staff who were enjoying 
their first year in the job. The team unfortunately went through the entire season winless but it 
was their overall ability, courage and determination in showing what promise and good talent is 
still yet to come for next year and into the future. In the end this made it all worthwhile to be 
involved and watch not only a bunch of young kids enjoying themselves and having fun each 
week at either training or when playing, but more importantly watching all the kids gain more 
confidence and improvement that will hopefully result in discovering some more raw potential 
and talent for next year and the years to come. 
  
The team did struggle in matching the opposition teams in size, speed and skill, but they did 
continue to improve and without a doubt were probably a little bit unlucky to have not won a 
couple of games during the year as they did manage to come very close on a few occasions. This 
was when we were at full strength, passing the ball around to each other, playing as a team and 
more importantly getting involved and never ever giving up. It was not only great for all the kids, 
but also for all the parents, grandparents and supporters that came to watch them do battle every 
weekend. 
  
I would also like to say a special thanks to all the parents that helped out each week and also a 
very big thanks to our coach Bryan Rodoreda and trainer Michael Cutrupi for their time, patience 
and effort they put in each week and especially when the chips were down as not only did they 
lead by example, but also hung in there and like all the kids they never ever gave up as well. Also, 
a special thanks to the Saints ground officials and committee members for their support and 
assistance throughout the year. 
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PLAYER PROFILES 
 
Tommy Achram: Unfortunately Tommy missed a lot of football this year, but when he was 
available he really did make up for it and showed everybody, including the opposition, what he 
was quite capable of producing in both attack and defence. 
  
Bianca Cutrupi: Bianca was a pleasure to watch and always led by example. A very strong 
competitor and with her good knowledge of the game always allowed her to produce something 
special week in and week out. Add this to her overall will and determination Bianca would always 
stand out for all the right reasons. 
  
Blake Dimovski: It was Blake’s first year of football and probably a good one to remember, as 
not only did he continue to impress each game, but as the year went on he was able to become a 
very important part of the team as well. Along with his ability to try hard each week he never let 
himself or his teammates down.  
  
Winston Harrison: Winston was another kid enjoying his very first year of rugby league and in 
doing so went about his business of playing well and having fun each week. He was always trying 
to do his best to learn more and more about the game for not only himself, but for the team as 
well. 
  
Jez de Meur: Jez was also experiencing his very first year of football and after a bit of a slow 
start managed to improve towards the back half of the season where he became more confident 
and involved during each game from start to finish. 
  
Blake Muscat: Blake had a very good year and in particular playing in the dummy half role 
throughout the season. His last tackle options in attack and ability to believe in himself and his 
team mates allowed him to score and set up some wonderful tries. 
  
Ky Rodoreda: Ky enjoyed another year of footie and was great to watch and in particular when 
he had the ball in attack. Quite often, if he was not wrong footing the opposition with his running 
style in attack, he was always looking to set up his team mates with a try. 
  
Liam Taufa: Liam was a little surprise package and when he was on his game he could do all the 
little things right that always made a big difference on whether the team would play well or not. 
To his credit he did play extremely well right across the park and some of his try scoring feats 
were second to none. 
  
Yaanula Wanigasekera: Little Yaanula was always there without fail to assist and support his 
team mates each week. Being only new to the game and quite small in stature, it was his big heart 
and willingness to learn that would always rubbed off onto his team mates. 
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UNDER 8 DIVISION 2 
 

 
Back Row: Andrew Christie (Manager), Trent Colquhoun (Coach/Trainer), Daniel Stone 
(Coach/Trainer) 
Middle Row: Ryan Jeffree, Steven Coble, William Laming, Vincent Cassar, Jesse Sleiman 
Front Row: Thomas Ravel, Jack Martin, Isaac Tahhan 
Absent: Blake Shearer 
 

 
COACH’S REPORT 
 
The 2012 season was an up and down season for our team and was heavily interrupted by rain and 
both of us having work commitments during the year. We also believed the boys improved each 
week and it showed during the season. Both of us were given the chance to start coaching last 
season and were able to continue that this year. We started this season already knowing 4 of the 
boys from last year and we met a further 5 this year. We don’t think we have met 8 year old kids 
that love their footy as much as these boys do.  
 
There were many positives on the field this year with our team being ‘the best goal kickers in the 
comp’ by far! Every player also scored a try this season which is also very positive. We don’t 
know how many times this year we told the boys that there are two parts to footy, attacking and 
defending, it seemed that all we wanted to do was run with the footy. We did a lot of work on 
defence and it improved throughout the season. 
 
The boys were a pleasure to coach (most of the time) and when they listened we felt as though 
they got a lot out of it and took it out onto the field with them. The boys never gave up in any 
games and that was the most satisfying thing of all. We hope the boys had a lot of fun this season 
as we both did and hearing things at training like 4 or 5 of the boys denying having a crush on the 
same girl at school and the other boys telling us that they do also made us laugh throughout the 
year. 
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There are many people we would like to thank. Firstly, to Kristy and Andrew, we thank you for 
all your assistance this season. To Pierre and Justin we thank you for helping out with training 
every Tuesday and Thursday night. To the parents we thank you for getting the boys to training 
and to the games and making it easier for us. We hope to see you all back here next year for a big 
season on the bigger field!! 
 
 
PLAYER PROFILES 
 
Thomas Ravel: Thomas had a great year and loves learning new things. Was thrown into dummy 
half this year and loved every minute of it. Plays the game with no fear, always goes in hard and 
leaves nothing out on the field. Kicked many goals throughout the year and is one of the best 
kickers we have seen at his age. Great year Thomas!! 
 
Jack Martin: We coached Jack last year and we knew then that he could read the game 
unbelievably well. He was thrown into halfback this year to guide his team around the field and 
he did a very good job at it. Jack loves running with the footy and crossed for many tries 
throughout the year including 4 in 1 game against Moorebank. Top Season Jacko!! 
 
Vincent Cassar: Vince is a player that every coach wants in their team, a hard working player 
who is always at training. Vincent started the season scoring the team’s first 4 tries and making 
plenty of tackles. He is also one of the speedsters in the team, add a lethal right arm palm to that 
and it gives you a damaging ball runner. A player that fights till the end, week in week out and 
will love it next year on the bigger field. Great Season Vince!! 
 
Steven Coble: Steve had his best season yet at the Club. We told Steve at the beginning of the 
year to run hard and he will be tough to handle for the opposition and that’s exactly what we got 
from Steve. When he got running he was very hard to stop and troubled the opposition defence. A 
player who will be even more devastating next year! Great year Stevie!! 
 
Jesse Sleiman: Jesse loves his footy more than anyone we know. Jesse lacks confidence at times 
and it showed during the year as when he has that confidence it is such a pretty sight to see. Had 
his best game this year against the biggest and toughest team this year and made them look silly 
as he just got the ball and charged straight through them. Jesse has a lot of speed and good 
footwork at the line and will benefit even more next year on the bigger field. See you next season 
mate! 
 
Isaac Tahhan: Isaac would be easily one of the smallest players in the competitions but plays 
like he is the biggest. He has incredible courage and the heart of a lion and it showed when we 
were down in some games and Isaac just kept running and tackling. He would easily have the best 
tackling technique in the team and it showed when he was chopping down attacking runners at the 
legs. Looking forward to seeing you back down here next year. Great season Isaac!! 
 
Blake Shearer: We saw BJ in the trial matches and he was a player we wanted in our team. He 
loves putting on the big sidesteps but looked even better when he showed no fear and charged 
dead straight. We threw BJ into dummy half midway through the season to try and get the ball to 
our runners quickly and he did a very good job of it. Scored some tries during the year from 
backing himself and having a quick charge down the wing to catch the defenders by surprise. Top 
year BJ!! 
 
William Laming: William is another player every coach wants, a tackling champion and a strong 
ball runner. Will is a player that will play until the ref blows his whistle to end the game and loves 
playing the game. Will does the tough stuff and sometimes his good work goes unrewarded and 
that’s what we love about Will, he doesn’t mind doing the extra work if that’s what it takes. Love 
your work Will!! 
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Ryan Jeffree: Ryan started the season a little slower than what we would have wanted but 
finished it better than we could ever have hoped. Ryan would go close to the best cover defender 
in the competition and is ‘pin point’ with his timing. Ryan became one of our strongest ball 
runners by the end of the season and players wouldn’t want to even go near him when he had the 
ball. Great year mate!!. 
 

We’ve got the best mothers. 
 
Phillipa Foster and 
Kylie Jordan 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Jane Grealy and  
Lyn Reardon 
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UNDER 8 DIVISION 1 
 

 
Back Row: Nerissa Bailey (Manager), Shane Kennedy (Coach), Michael Ceissman (Trainer) 
Middle Row: Alexander Walker, Jared Kennedy, Jordan Saleh, Ricardo Oloapu, Luke Moloney 
Front Row: Trent Bailey, Kaled Arnaout, Sean Foster, Bailey Standaloft, Zac Ceissman 
 
 
TEAM REPORT 
 
This was the last year of competition in Mini football in the district and expectations were high 
for a semi-final appearance, and the boys achieved this objective.  This was the boys first ever 
year when they had played the full round of matches and included a memorable game in Round 9 
when the boys played on a very wet track against Moorebank after an overnight downpour.  
Playing in this type of environment is definitely a rarity in today’s era and all the parents (dads) 
were overjoyed to see the boys play on a field where you could dive from ten metres out and slide 
over on the aqua plane to score tries. 
 
The boys continued to develop their skills and understanding of how to play footy and we were 
pleased with their efforts over the season which saw us make the semis and play a very good 
game against Sports, and ended up going down in the final few minutes of the game.  The boys 
also played one of the best games of mini football against the Tigers in round 3 where defence 
was king and there were no points in the first 20 minutes of the game and we just went down by 
two points in the end.  The boys’ main lesson from this season is to be consistent and focused for 
the entire game and this cost us on a few occasions during the season.  
  
The boys are a good team and get along very well, remaining positive and had a lot of fun, both 
on the field and when out at various functions, raffles, Bulldogs games and the Disco.  It was 
pleasing to see all our boys score tries and kick conversions during the season.  They have also 
got the Club song down pat and there is nothing better than hearing this song at the end of the 
game and see the passion that they show. 
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On behalf of the boys and the parents I would like to thank Shane Kennedy (Coach), Michael 
Ceissman (Trainer) and Nerissa Bailey (Manager), as the boys responded to the positive attitudes, 
focus on learning the skills of the game and the aim to have fun and enjoy playing our great game.  
The boys all appreciated your tireless efforts and work that you all put into them during the 
season and in particular the communication about what is going on each week. Also thanks to 
Goop Guys NSW for supplying the weekly ‘Man of the Match Trophy’. 
 
I would also like to thank all the parents, grandparents, families and friends who support the team 
in a positive and encouraging manner, while also making sure the boys are at training and game 
day each week.  We have a very good group of parents who willingly support the Club through 
fund raising activities that provide funds for the benefit of the players. We also had a number of 
parents that went out and supported our Sunday teams on a regular basis. 
 
To John Grealy, Craig Jordan, Club committee members, Club sponsors and first aid officers a 
big thank you for the dedication and commitment that they put into the Club.  The amount of 
work and time that you all put into the Club ensures that the Saints are truly one of the best junior 
clubs around.  The boys would also like to thank Jane Grealy, Peter Finch and all the volunteers in 
the canteen / BBQ as this is the boys’ favourite gathering area after the game to grab a bite to eat, 
to celebrate, talk about the game and what is going on. 
 
Next year the boys move up to Mod and they have learnt core skills over their Mini years that will 
hold them in good stead in their future footy endeavours.  We look forward to all the boys 
returning next year and continue playing the greatest game.  Overall a good season boys, you all 
represented the Club with pride and wore the colours well. 
 
 
COACH’S REPORT 
 
As in previous seasons, 2012 would see another influx of new players to the Club and some old 
players moving on. Again player numbers were healthy where we fielded 3 teams across 3 
separate divisions which will stand us in good stead for the progression to mod footy next year. 
 
With the trials and grading of the teams completed we settled down into a more constructive and 
structured training program. The aim this year was to improve on last year and to compete in the 
finals for the first time. 
 
The Div 1 competition comprised of 6 teams, whereby the top four teams would stand alone from 
the pack and provide some very exceptional footy throughout the season. We finished the season 
proper in 4th place, achieving what we set out to do at the start of the year. We played Bankstown 
sports in the 1st Semi Final where it would be a repeat of the previous 4 times we played them 
throughout the year.  We got off to a great start leading 8 – 0, only to be run down by a strong 
finishing team losing 12 – 8. 
 
Our season was one of frustration and some inconsistency due to a number of injuries to key 
players at vital times during the year. Finally I would like to thank my Manager Nerissa Bailey, 
trainer Michael Ceissman for their assistance during the year and making my job less demanding. 
Further I would like to give a special thank you to Matt Walker for his tireless efforts on game 
day and during training for not only writing our weekly reports but to give me a much needed 
perspective of where I was at times, relating to stats  in the heat of battle. 
 
 
PLAYER PROFILES 
 
Kaled Arnaout:  Kaled started where he left off last year, competing at every level of the game at 
100 miles an hour. His defence exposed and put teams under pressure where he would turn into 
attack mode and have us going forward forcing an error and setting up field position. 
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Trent Bailey:  Trent became an integral part of our defensive structure this year playing out wide 
and putting his body on the line every time making some of the best covering tackles each time. 
Despite an injury interrupted season at times he bounced back every week to show how tough and 
durable he was. 
 
Zacarie Ceissman:  Zac grew in confidence as the season progressed and matured into a very 
well rounded player. He was very passionate and wore his heart on his sleeve, becoming very 
competitive and competent player. Well done Zac. 
 
Sean Foster:  Sean was one who walked the walk and talked the talk, but was one that could back 
it up also. At dummy half he had a keen eye to read the game and became a fixture there all 
season. He developed into a very solid support player, capable of offloading at will. 
 
Jared Kennedy:  Jared had another solid season; he controlled and guided the team around the 
park. Despite having an injury interrupted season also he continued to perform week in week out, 
with his cover defence at fullback a highlight putting his body on the line every time. 
 
Luke Moloney:  Luke had another great season where he worked on and improved his defence 
out of sight.  He has moulded into the complete forward, whereas his strong, straight running 
becoming a highlight for me this year. When captaining the team on two occasions was Man of 
the Match, scoring a great try in the Semi Final. 
 
Ricardo Oloapu:  Big, strong and an imposing figure in full flight Ricardo became a standout in 
Div 1 this season. His devastating running and evasive ability set the platform for our year where 
everyone lifted as a result. His defensive effort was second to none and completed our middle 
field defence. 
 
Jordan Saleh:  Jordan was an excitement machine. He finally got that there is no match for speed 
in our game, scoring at will some brilliant long range tries all season. Has the ability to take on 
and elude defenders and then show slight of foot with a killer side step to finish it off. 
 
Bailey Standaloft:  Bailey was Mister Consistent and ever reliable to go with it.  He impressed 
me with his unassuming, but passionate approach to football where he developed into the well 
rounded player.  He played well above his weight with a heart the size to match and was faultless 
and remained calm under pressure. 
 
Alexander Walker:  Alex continued to develop and impress me to evolve into a very capable 
durable player.  He worked tirelessly on his defence this season and his toughness when running 
the ball showed he could not only do the hard yards but be an elusive runner also. 
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UNDER 9 DIVISION 2 
 

 
Back Row: Nicole Hains (Manager), Brett Hayes (Coach), Richard Davenport (Trainer) 
Middle Row: James Eivers, Joshua Hutchinson, Braidon Brito, Angus Lake, Klayton Kilpatrick, 
Blake Hayes, Connor Hains 
Front Row: Jonathan Delinicolis, Alexander Passarelli, Thomas Davenport, Michael Forrester, 
Billal Elabbas, Ethan Burke 
Absent: Adam Taylor 
 

 
TEAM REPORT 
 
2012 saw the return of familiar faces and the emergence of new ones.  After a disappointing 2011, 
this year was kicked off with a bang with a mercy victory over a depleted East Hills and an easy 
romp through the first 2 rounds.  
  
New to our team but not to footy, Angus and Billy had immediate impacts in attack.  First timer 
Adam quickly showed his speed and other new boys Josh and John showed enthusiasm in all 
areas.  Old timers Tom, Klay, Mick, Blake, James and Ethan played to the standard we are used to 
and our boys up front in Braidon, Alex and Connor made hard yards every game. 
 
The boys went undefeated for the first 12 rounds which is an exceptional effort in itself, however 
in a 6 team comp ‘third time round’ saw a real challenge as all the other teams lifted themselves 
to a new level.  Although stumbling at the final hurdle our record still reads Played 16, Won 12, 
Drawn 1.  A great effort boys.  All your families and coaching staff are proud of you.  Well done. 
 
   
PLAYER PROFILES 
 
Adam Taylor: Welcome to Rugby League Adam.  One of our first year players new to footy. 
What Adam lacked in height he more than made up for in courage and technique. If every player 
had the courage and techniques in defence that you have I doubt that we would have conceded a 
single try throughout the year. With speed to burn Adam is always keen to be involved.  
Congratulations on a great first season. 
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Billal Elabbas: His first year with Saints. Billy is an immensely talented footballer with every 
attribute required to succeed.  Speed, good hands and defence makes him a handful for any side.  
With a bit of room to move his attacking runs are just poetry in motion.  He has been a pleasure to 
coach and train this year.  Keep up the good work Billy. 
 
Connor Hains: The Hains Train is an attacking back rower with size, speed and good hands.  
When he hits the ball at speed he can be one of the most damaging forwards in the comp, either 
breaking the line or taking 3 or 4 tacklers with him every time.  Remember to back yourself and 
your ability.  Another great year from Connor, now one of the veterans of our side. 
 
Jonathan Delinicolis: What a learning curve for you this year has been. Another new comer to 
Rugby League, Johnno’s ball running has developed with each game as he begins to learn how to 
read the defence and where you need to put your body and where the weaknesses are in the 
opposition.  Another year of footy with a lot of hard work and concentration should see John 
develop into a worthy player on the fringe of the ruck.  Well done on a good year Johnno!! 
 
Michael Forrester: This year has seen Mick grow and mature into an exceptional dummy half. 
His passing has improved greatly and his defence is something that every other player in the 
competition should aim to emulate.  Many a time we have seen you bring down guys twice your 
size at crucial times of the game. The gentleman of our team, Michael is an absolute pleasure to 
train and is a credit to his team and Family. 
 
Blake Hayes: A powerful centre with a massive fend.  This year Blake had the important job of 
calling the runners and the plays and did an excellent job, teaming up with Mick and Tom.  
Blake’s tackling improved out of sight in the latter half of the season which saw him play a 
pivotal role in defence.   Remember to stay involved and back yourself.  Well done Blake!! 
 
Ethan Burke: The top scorer of our side with daylight second, and a golden boot as well.  
Ethan’s speed saw him save as many points as he made this year with a vast improvement in his 
tackling.  His side on cover defence is now second to none.  With more open space on the Mod 
field, Ethan’s speed was prevalent, amassing an amazing 24 tries in 15 rounds. Well done on a 
great year Ethan. 
 
Joshua Hutchinson: Another debutant in the team.  Josh’s first year in rugby league saw him go 
from being pushed backward to making ground every time he ran. Well Done.  Josh has a safe 
pair of hands and even showed at training that he was quite the ball player with a ‘dummies’ and 
‘show and gos’ to break the line.  Remember to stretch out those legs and run hard.  We hope you 
enjoyed your first year of footy. Great work Josh. 
 
Thomas Davenport: Another great year from Tom.  The step to Mod League saw Tom steer the 
team around the park and relish in the role of kicker in general play, quickly showing he was 
pretty deadly close to the line.  As half back he has developed good combinations with both 
forwards and backs. One the most complete players in the team.  If there’s something on you can 
be sure he’s not far away.  Keep up the hard work Thomas. Well done Mate!!! 
 
Angus Lake: Angus has all the attributes including speed, footwork, hands, ability to read the 
play and most of all the desire to beat the opposition.  Defence became Angus’ trade mark by the 
end of the year, really driving the opposition back every time he hit them.  Some more games and 
understanding of the fullback role should see Angus develop into an elite player over the 
oncoming years.  Great effort Gus!!! 
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Braidon Brito: The BIG UNIT.  Something clicked with Braidon this year.  “I’m bigger than 
them and I can run straight over them” Taking 3 or 4 with him every time and his obvious love of 
the collision made Braidon a force to be reckoned with whenever he took the field.  Keeping up 
the big efforts in training and work on fitness levels will see Braidon have an even greater impact 
in the future. Good work UNIT. 
 
James Eivers: One of the quiet achievers of our side and only his second year of footy.  James 
put in big efforts on the training paddock this year which showed through in his play. James is 
always there to help make the tackle or take it up when needed.  A couple more years will see his 
understanding of the game increase and develop him into an integral member of our side.  Great 
effort James!!! 
 
Klayton Kilpatrick: A quiet year by his standards, Klayton is probably the most natural 
footballer in the team.  His skills with the ball in hand are second to none and as time goes by will 
develop combinations with outside backs that will leave the opposition clutching at straws.  A 
more involved role in the team next year will see Klay excel in all areas.  Keep up the hard work 
and remember to listen.  Top stuff Klay!! 
 
Alexander Passarelli: Oppositions shook in their boots every time BIG AL had the ball in hand.  
A devastating runner and solid defender Alex proved this year that he is well and truly the 
benchmark forward in our comp.  With great ball skills for a Big Man, next year should see 
combinations develop with the rest of the team.  Congratulations on a great year Al.    
 

 
 

Looking good boys! 
Jarrod Simpson, Taylor Brown and Liam Davidson
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UNDER 10 DIVISION 1 – SEMI FINALISTS 
 

 
Back Row: Liam Davidson (Coach), Raelene Davidson (Manager), Matt Grealy (Trainer) 
Middle Row: Brodie Erskine, Mark Kitiona, Lachlan McAlpine, Lachlan Maric, Connor Osborn, 
Zac Standaloft, Reily Dundas 
Front Row: Meihana Nelson, Aidan Davidson, Omar Arnaout, Nathan Bishara, Jon Pengue, 
Dane Loutsos 
Absent: Malakai Manoa 
 

 
COACH’S REPORT 
 
Looking back on the season now it was a very successful one, not only for myself personally but 
also for the boys. Semi-Finals football is an opportunity that you may not be lucky enough to play 
every year but we were lucky enough and played well enough to get ourselves there. I think the 
boys really enjoyed their first taste of finals footy and really learnt and will grow from the 
experience.  
  
This is my second year involved with the boys but first as coach. They are a great bunch of kids 
and they all love their footy. It has been a pleasure to coach them and I hope to be involved with 
them for many years to come to see them grow not only as players but young men. 
  
There were many ups and downs throughout the whole year but the proudest moment I had was 
our second last round game against Dragons. It was a match that would either see us jump 
Dragons on the ladder and into fourth position or stay in fifth and miss out on the semis. All week 
we spoke of the importance of the game and the chance to play some finals footy. All year we 
stressed the importance of mateship and playing together as a team, this game certainly showed 
that. Regardless of whether we won or lost that game I would have walked off the field with my 
head held high knowing that the boys put in their best effort they could’ve possibly done and 
they’d stuck together for the entire 40 minutes. In the end we got up and got the win, to see the 
utter joy and satisfaction on the boys faces and to see them support and embrace one another and 
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to see how proud not only I was or the rest of the coaching staff was, but also how proud the 
parents were is a memory that will stick with me for a long time to come. 
  
All the boys developed over the year and it was great to see them get better and better week in 
week out. I hope that the boys can stick together as I can see them developing into a very good 
football side and a great bunch of mates in the future. I hope to see all the boys back next year for 
another great season. I also would like to thank Matt, John and Raelene for their efforts all year 
and for making my job a whole lot easier. The season wouldn’t run as smoothly as it does without 
them.  
 
PLAYER PROFILES 
 
Omar Arnaout: This was Omar’s first year in division 1 and third year at the Club. Omar is a 
player who gives everything he has week in week out and is always eager to learn. Omar spent 
most of the year on the wing and his ‘one on one’ defence is what stood out from the rest. His 
ability to tackle players much greater in size than him was great to watch. With more years of 
footy under his belt Omar will only develop his skills further and can only go forward from there. 
Good year Omar! 
  
Nathan Bishara: Nathan has been with the boys since under 6s and is one of the more 
experienced in the team. Nathan has ball skills above his age and it is evident. His ability to throw 
long passes and hit his target is a tremendous ability to have at this age. To go with his passing, 
Nathan’s running game is another asset to his game, with a lethal step Nathan time after time 
beats the opposition players. With the right attitude Nathan will go far in his football! Another 
good year for you Nathan 
  
Aidan Davidson: Aidan is another of the more experienced boys in the team and many of the 
boys look to him for leadership. The coaching staff think Aidan hasn’t realised the fact that he is 
one of the smaller players as when he runs the ball he runs one way, straight and hard and 
surprisingly more times than not he comes better off. Just like his running Aidan’s defence is 
what makes him stand out on the field, with his ability to make tackles that no one expects him or 
anyone to make. Just like Nathan, with a good attitude Aidan will go far in his footy.  
  
Riley Dundas: Riley is one of the faster boys on the team and spent his time this year out in the 
backs. Riley’s ability to beat numerous players and make metres up the middle of the field and out 
wide is a great asset for the team. He is a very versatile player and can slot in anywhere. He 
showed this in our do or die game against Dragons, when he stepped up another level and led the 
boys forward. He would have had made at least 100m that game. That was the best game I have 
ever seen Riley play and he was rewarded with Man of the Match. Good year Riley!  
  
Brodie Erskine: Brodie started the year at hooker and played most of the season there. We 
worked on Brodie’s passing the entire year and his passing game has developed above and 
beyond expectations. Brodie’s defence is his major asset of his game, when he goes low and uses 
his shoulder Brodie is one of the most damaging defenders in the competition. Brodie’s love for 
the game is what drives him to be the player he is and he has a great attitude towards footy and he 
is a pleasure to coach. Can’t wait to see you back next year mate! 
  
Mark Kitiona: Unfortunately Mark’s season was cut short suffering a horrific broken arm injury 
early in the season. This was a unlucky timing as Mark was just starting to build some form and 
was playing very well. Mark is a very strong runner of the ball with good speed. Hope to see you 
back next year mate for an injury free season. 
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Dane Loutsas: This was Dane’s first year with the Club and first year of division one. Dane 
showed that he had been playing the wrong sport before footy. From Dane’s first training session 
we knew he had ability. He has a passing game, he has speed and he has strength. Dane exceeded 
all expectations we had for him and he ended up being one of our most valuable players. With 
more years and experience of footy Dane will become a great footballer. 
  
Malakai Manoa: Malakai is one of the biggest boys in the team and the competition, when he 
runs straight and hard he is one of the hardest players to tackle. Another of the players that the 
boys look up to for leadership. This was one of Malakai’s best seasons seeing him cross over for a 
few tries and making many metres throughout the whole year. For his size Malakai’s ball skills 
are above and beyond many others forwards, he has the ability to pass the ball both ways 
accurately, which will only add to his game.  
  
Lachlan Maric: This was Lachy’s first year in division one also and he showed a lot of promise 
early in the season. Started in the forwards because of his size and strength and showed a lot of 
ability. Lachlan is a very solid defender when he wants to be and pulled of some of the best 
tackles I have seen by a 10 year old. Lachlan also is very quick which saw him being moved to 
the centres where he made his greatest impact running over the littler backs out wide and making 
many metres. Good year from you Lach, see you next season! 
  
Lachlan McAlpine: Lachlan is another of the boys that the others look to for guidance and go 
forward. Lachy’s ability is a lot greater than most other 10 year olds, he is a very gifted player 
with a lot of speed, agility and heart. Lachlan was outstanding from round one and continued until 
our last game in the semi. He scored many tries throughout the year and was solid in defence. 
Lachlan has a bright future ahead of him if he keeps a good attitude.  
  
Meihana Nelson: Meihana really showed a lot of maturity this year and it showed in his footy. 
Meihana is one of the hardest tacklers using his shoulder every time and using a lot of force. His 
attack would have to be as good as his defence with his speed and agility making him very 
evasive and hard to stop. What impressed me the most this year was Meihana’s ability to switch 
on and be a leader to the boys and pull them inline when needed, this is a great quality to have not 
only for footy but in general life. 
  
Connor Osborn: Another first year in division one, Connor started the season slowly but by the 
end it saw him making plenty on metres, running the ball hard and tackling anything that moved. 
Connor is a very competent player and just needs to believe in his ability a little bit more because 
that is when he plays his best footy. Connor is a lot bigger than other boys so with more 
experience I have no doubt Connor will become a good footballer. 
  
Jon Pengue: Jon is one of those players that you love to coach. Always listens, always eager to 
learn and always ready to train. Jon’s love for footy and love for competition is what makes him 
the player he is. Whenever he steps on that field you know Jon is going to give you 110%. Jon is 
very mature for his age which gives him the ability to direct the team around the park better than 
anyone else. Hope so see you back next year mate! 
  
Zac Standaloft: Zac was thrown between hooker, wing and even halfback this year, he never 
really had a set position and had to do those thankless jobs. Zac has great ball skills and a good 
ability to read the game which saw him out smart many of the other players. He worked hard at 
training all year and never once gave up, he is always willing to listen which saw his skill develop 
throughout the season. Zac’s defence was improved the most throughout the year seeing him 
using his shoulder and hitting hard. Top stuff Zac! 
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UNDER 11 DIVISION 3 – SEMI FINALISTS 
 

 
Back Row: Paula Sleiman (Manager), Ben Moloney, Dean Gazilas, Jordan Tofilau, Mark Walter, 
Jarrad Crawford, Camille Sleiman   
Front Row: Reece Porter, Ethan Taufu, Cory Jenks, Daniel Cutrupi, Tyler Kovalik 
Absent: Adam McDonald (Coach), Ben Samuel (Trainer), Nathan Henderson (Trainer), Chris 
Fakhouri 
 
 
COACH’S REPORT 
 
I came into the season with the boys not really knowing what to expect. After there were enough 
players for two sides in the under 11 age group there was a coach needed for the second side and I 
took it on not having coached this age group for a while. Luckily I had the help of two trainers in 
Ben and Hendo that were a lot closer to the boys’ age witch made it easier for them to relate to. 
 
So with only a couple of training sessions till the start of the comp we filled as much info into the 
boys head as we could and over the next few weeks the boys started playing some good footy 
with some good structure. Before we knew it we were equal leaders of the comp as we hit the half 
way mark and then we were in for the test of playing the 3 top teams. We drew one and loss two 
but knew we had enough to work with to be competitive. We finished the comp in 3rd position 
being beaten in the first semi by the eventual winners Auburn before being knocked out in a tough 
one against Moorebank where we probably played some our best footy of the year. 
 
Most importantly I’d like to thank the boys for an enjoyable year and hope you had a good time 
and learnt something along the way. Thanks to Paula for managing the team and getting all the 
info out to all the parents. Thanks to Michael and all the parents that helped out at training and 
game day and filled in for me when I was away and lastly again thanks for the two trainers Ben 
and Hendo for helping out with a younger side when they were unable to get a side in their own 
age group. They showed what good Club people they were and were great with the boys and 
showed them a lot along the way. I hope to see everyone keen to return next year 
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PLAYER PROFILES 
 
Jarrad Crawford: Jarrad is still pretty raw to footy but he shows enough passion and enthusiasm 
that inspires the rest of the team. Jarrad was thrown into 5/8 and a lot of our attack came off him 
also scoring many tries himself, his cover defense was also very good and he was safe at the back 
with the kicks. Top year Jarrad 
 
Daniel Cutrupi: Daniel was a valuable member to the team.  He played in the centers and was a 
very strong defender out wide. His attack developed throughout the year scoring some good tries 
while he was one of the best listeners in the team which helped to keep improving. Good stuff 
Daniel 
 
Chris Fakhouri: Chris was new to the team this year playing his first year of football. Chris 
started the season well with strong charges and solid defense. Unfortunately Chris missed some 
games during the middle of the season which effected his confidence but he was really coming on 
strong again at the end of the year. Good work Chris. 
 
Dean Gazilas: Although quiet, Dean let his footy doing the talking out on the field. Playing 2nd 
row Dean always made ground with the ability to beat the first defender and get the team on a 
roll. Dean’s defense also picked up as the year went on and was just going ahead in leaps and 
bounds by the end of the year. Great stuff Dean. 
 
Cory Jenks: Cory is a front row forward trapped in a half back’s body. He is fearless in defense 
and was never worried about taking on any player no matter what the size difference. Cory gave 
great service in the halves with great hands and a top passing game and was able to sniff out some 
god tries by out smarting the other teams. Top work Cory. 
 
Tyler Kovalik:  Tyler was new to the team this year and fitted in well with all the boys. Tyler 
was a keen trainer and often had plenty of advice for me on what we should be doing. Tyler 
played most of the season on the wing and a bit of dummy half at the end of the year.  His defense 
improved as the year went on bringing off some big plays while he was also a solid runner. Good 
work Tyler. 
 
Ben Moloney: Ben had to cover many positions both in the forwards and sometimes out wide. 
Ben always trained hard and never took a backward step in a game. Ben had a very good attitude 
and I think it helped his game as he was playing his best footy at the end of the year. Top work 
Ben. 
 
Reece Porter: Reece was a pleasure to have in the side, there was no upsetting him as he just 
loved playing. Reece could cover positions out wide with ease and also as the year went on found 
himself playing out of dummy half, never backing down and always thinking out there. Good 
stuff Reece. 
 
Camille Sleiman: Camille was the go to man in the side when we needed a big play. He was a 
strong runner often busting tackles. He showed he could match it with some strong defense when 
he has his mind on the job but just needs to back himself a bit more there. Good year Camille. 
 
Ethan Taufa: This was Ethan’s first year of footy but he took to it as a natural. His evasive 
running style was always threatening out wide while his defense improved out of sight as the year 
went on developing a very good technique. Top stuff Ethan. 
 
Jordan Tofilau: Jordan had the ability to do the little things right. He loved the contest of being 
in the engine room with the forwards and his strong charges and quick play the balls were a 
feature of his game. Jordan was a very strong defender too topping off a good all round effort. 
Great work Jordan. 
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Mark Walter: Mark was the big guy in the side, he was often targeted by the opposition side but 
he took it all in his stride with strong hit ups and solid defense. Mark was always dangerous near 
the try line and as the year went on his offloading became a feature of his game. Top stuff Mark. 
 
Eddy Coble: Eddy only played the start of the year but was doing a good job out of dummy half. 
Thanks Eddy. 
 

 
 

The Football Brains Trust, plus one 
Tim Reardon, Scott Whyte and Luke Riddell
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UNDER 11 DIVISION 1 
 

 
Back Row:  Dave Wylie (Trainer), Scott Whyte (Coach), Geoff Laidler (Manager) 
Middle Row: Vincent Quintal, Isaac Evans, Ryan Donovan, Noah Iverach, Jordan Raish, 
Cameron Riley 
Front Row: Kueva Lynch, Callum Whyte, Lachlan Jordan, Joshua Fuller, Christian Laidler, 
Blake Wylie 
Absent: Billy Ryan, Jack Titmuss 
 

 
COACH’S REPORT 
 
To start I would like to thank all the parents and especially the boys for what I regard as a 
successful season. It is a very difficult proposition to play division one football, especially in the 
Canterbury Competition. Not unlike years of St Christopher’s sides before us “size was our 
enemy”. 
  
In saying that we strove to be “Competitive” and there is no doubt we succeeded in that. There 
was a rocky start to the season, however we were determined to work on basics at training and all 
the boys really dug deep. We had some very hard training sessions, focusing on ‘skills’ and 
defence. Things really came together towards the middle of the year. We beat St Johns in a nail 
biter at the home of rugby league, then Dragons and Sports also were given a good shake at Billy 
D. Considering these were the three top sides all year, there is no doubt we are heading in the 
right direction. 
  
We focused significantly on “Contact” this year and we will continue to do so throughout the next 
year. This will be our back bone as we will take on the bigger sides. 
  
I believe every boy picked up something this year and all improved. I look at this side as being 
able to compete in Division One next year. With the added bonus of moving to a full size field 
and having 13 on the field, we may even give the top teams a fright. Stick with us boys; things are 
only going to get better. 
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I would also like to mention Dave Wylie, Dave Raish, Peter Mannering and Jeremy Fuller, who 
helped out with training throughout the year. Pete’s rugby league knowledge is a real benefit to 
the boys and the basic structure we used this year will remain with us for the future. I know the 
boys also got a real kick out of having our premiership winning U19s Captain Jeremy Fuller 
helping out at training. Dave Wylie and Dave Raish, were the most passionate of trainer’s. It was 
a privilege to work with you through the year. 
  
Thanks to Geoff Laidler whom managed the season and consistently performed the role of 
timekeeper. At times being required to referee and break up minor altercations between myself, 
Dave Wylie and opposition coaching staff. I would also like to thank Alex Felici (Mike Hughes 
and Partners), John Liaropoulos (Specialised Services) and Dave Wylie (Design Pools), who 
purchased jerseys for the team, which were presented to them at the end of the season. 
  
Finally, the mums and dads. Thanks for bringing them to training, games and doing your bit with 
touch judge, bbq and canteen. I can honestly say it was a pleasure dealing with all of you. We 
certainly saw some poor examples of parenting throughout the year with some of our opposition, 
but there was never any such behaviour by any of you.  
  
In closing can I say that this group of boys started the year as individuals. I saw them bond into a 
strong team and group of mates. I hope that this continues until they become young men. If I can 
maintain the support of the Board, I may see you all next year. 
 
 
PLAYER PROFILES 
 
Lachlan Jordan: Lachy is one of the most consistent players I have had the pleasure of dealing 
with. He is a very skilful player and an excellent trainer. He listens to what he is told and gives 
100% all the time. We gave Lachy some exposure to the halves this year and he didn’t disappoint, 
he certainly has the skills and football brain to be in a position where he sees a lot of ball. 
Unfortunately the rules of Mod Football need to see him playing a little wider. He is a pleasure to 
watch in full flight running with the ball. His cover defence was also exceptional. Great work, 
great season. 
  
Cameron Riley: Cameron is one of those players who can be victim to his versatility. I was 
required to use Cameron in just about every position this year and he didn’t disappoint. There is 
no doubt he is one of our “Enforcers”, whom certainly enjoyed the game when it got tough. I saw 
Cameron improve his training this year and I was impressed with his attitude. He’s a rugby league 
player. 
  
Christian Laidler: Christian is our No. 7. He has certainly improved as a ball player and he 
provides great service. Towards the end of the year I could see that Christian had started to 
“think” as a player, he was structuring the plays and sticking to a game plan. This isn’t an easy 
thing to do at this age. Probably the most impressive part of Christian’s game this year was the 
improvement in defence, he became fearless in the last couple of rounds. Well done Christian. 
  
Noah Iverach: Noah is a tremendous footballer. He is a strong runner and tough defender. I saw 
Noah play the best half of football I’ve ever seen an 11 year old play. I have no doubt that Noah 
can compete with anyone this age on the field, at times he needs to believe in himself. He is a 
good trainer and an invaluable member of this team. I am sure next year Noah will become one of 
the most devastating fringe runners in the competition. 
  
Blake Wylie: Blake traditionally plays centre, however put in a man of the match performance at 
halfback this year and showed he has excellent ball skills. Blake trained well this year and there 
was a definite improvement in his defence. I would say that Blake’s defence this year was a 
highlight. He has always been a strong runner of the ball and has the ability to draw and pass. 
This is no doubt something we can work on for next year when the field opens up. 
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Joshua Fuller: Joshua was without doubt the most improved player of the side this year. Josh 
plays predominantly on the wing. Unfortunately for Josh he has pace and as such sees him 
covering this role. There is no doubt that he has great ball skills and whenever he took on the 
dummy half or pivot role he didn’t let us down. Josh’s defence was outstanding. I saw Josh lead 
the way on many occasions and he often put his body on the line. There is no easy path when you 
go at Josh. I saw him many times get a knock at both training and the game, but he would never 
give up or go off. It was an absolute pleasure to watch Josh in action this year.  
  
Ryan Donovan: Ryan was without doubt one of our enforcer’s. Ryan is one of our biggest and 
led the way in taking on the big boys from other teams. Ryan plays front row and shows no fear. 
He has a go both in defense and attack. I saw Ryan develop as a ball player this year and there is 
no doubt his short offloads will help us move up the ladder next year. Ryan certainly stepped it up 
a gear this year. I am sure that he will continue to do so.  
  
Jordan Raish: Jordan came up to division one for the first time. It is a big step for a forward to 
make this transition because you come up against some fairly big boys who run hard. Jordan was 
required to play a bit of a different role that he had previously done, he was used as a front rower. 
Jordan has great ball skills but his task this year was to knuckle down with hit ups and defence. 
He never let us down. I would say that Jordan was our most consistent forward this year. I know 
that Jordan will continue to develop. We just need to convince that halfback inside him that he’s 
now a front rower. Great year Jordan. 
  
Kueva Lynch: Kueva is our most consistent player over the last couple of years. He is a boy that 
has tremendous vision for his age. Kueva is strong both defensively and in attack. He is the 
backbone of our team in the five eight position. Kueva gives his all every match and training. He 
consistently put his body on the line and refused to give up. It was an absolute pleasure to be 
around Kuev. Great season. 
  
Callum Whyte: Callum played predominantly hooker with a couple of cameo appearances in the 
second row. Callum is a tough defender whose workload often didn’t get praised by the coach. He 
mixes it up in the middle and often puts his body on the line. Callum continued where he left off 
last year and his defence was his strong point. Callum also needs to believe in himself a bit more 
as a runner, he showed some strong examples of his running this year. Callum like many of the 
other boys gave 20 – 30 kilos to some of the players he was bringing down. Good season. 
  
Vincent Quintal: Vincent also came up to Division one this year. Vincent was also a victim of 
his versatility in that he doubled as both a winger and second rower. There is no doubt he likes the 
action in the middle more than out wide. He is a solid defender and strong ball runner. I definitely 
saw Vince improve in both these areas throughout the year. He will continue to do so and develop 
further. Vince was not frightened and took the step up to Division one in his stride. He put in a 
number of performances which saw him in the mix for man of the match. Well done Vince. 
  
Billy Ryan: We welcomed Billy to the team and Club this year. Billy fitted straight in. Billy is an 
excellent footballer, he is certainly a dynamic ball runner. He has great speed and a great step. 
Billy trained hard and did everything that was asked of him. His kick chase was exceptional. He 
covered wing but played more of a fullback role. Billy is now a valuable member of this team and 
we look forward to next year. 
  
Jack Titmuss: Jack is one of our biggest players. He has been a consistent performer over many 
years. Jack is a strong runner of the ball and defender. Jack finished on a real high this year with 
some great performances in the last few rounds. Like a few of our boys, Jack just needs to believe 
in himself. There is now doubt with what I have seen Jack can match it with any player in this 
competition. Jack will continue to improve and will certainly be a handful for the opposition. 
Well done Jack. 
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Isaac Evans: Another new player to the team and Club this year. Isaac was probably our most 
devastating runner in the middle. He came to the Club after playing mainly as a back. Due to his 
size he was relied on for the front row. Isaac didn’t disappoint in both attack and defense. He 
often was among the points for man of the match. His footwork when running with the ball saw 
him almost always beat a couple of players. Isaac trained and played hard. He was a pleasure to 
coach.  
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Runaway Bay Masters action
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UNDER 12 DIVISION 3 – SEMI FINALISTS 
 

 
Back Row: David Muscat (Manager), Mohamad Arnaout, Patrick Kotsaris, Sam Holloway, Aaron 
Karnold, Sebastian Unwin, Kassem Maarbani, Cooper Ellison, Paul Ellison (Trainer) 
Front Row: Ryan Solo, Michael Tanevski, Ibrahim Maarbani, Luke Colley, Adam Elabbas, Kye 
Muscat, Shaun  Bailey 
Absent: Adam Linnegar,(Coach), Blake Linnegar, Jack Barnes, Hayden Flack 
 
 
COACH’S REPORT 
 
This year was my first year coaching these boys and it had its ups and downs. I really enjoyed 
seeing the boys improve, play the way we trained and listen to instructions…..sometimes. 
  
I hope the boys enjoyed having me coach them and learned something from it. After the first 
game resulted in a big win the boys thought it was going to be easy, but injuries and being beaten 
in the next round changed things. Remember boys, just because you win one game doesn’t mean 
you don’t have to train hard for the next game.  
  
It was great to see some of the boys step up and on game day perform the moves that we practiced 
during training, tackle hard and not give up. All round I thought we did a great job to make the 
semis and we didn’t lose that one either. Thanks for being good kids for most of the year. If you 
want to learn…you have to listen. 
 
 
MANAGER’S REPORT 
 
Season 2012 proved a real challenge for all the boys this year with a number of changes occurring 
that played a major part and impacted throughout the year from start to finish. The two things that 
affected the team the most were being regraded back into the third division from the previous 
year’s results and a couple of last year’s quality players deservingly moved up into the first 
division side. Also, we had the new experience of playing on a full field and a majority of new 
players joining the Club for their very first time. The overall size of our team compared to some 
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of the other teams much stronger and bigger players was significant as we ended up with a few 
injuries throughout the year to a number of key players that really made it quite a tough season in 
general. 
  
When comparing and considering all the above the team still managed without a doubt to compete 
very well each week and as a result finished outright fourth on the competition ladder. They 
ended their season in the semi final match with a draw against the Tigers who finished one place 
above in third and again to the boy’s credit and enormous courage everything they did lack in size 
and strength compared to some of the opposition players was made up in their great skills, big 
hearts. This was also reflected in the fun and enjoyment they all showed in playing the great game 
of rugby league. It kept the whole team competitive throughout the entire year, but was also great 
to watch, entertaining and should again lay the platform for next year and hopefully for many 
more years to come.  
  
I would again like to thank everyone for their support throughout the year with all the necessary 
requirements. To our coach Adam Linnegar and trainer Paul Ellison for their commitment, 
dedication and valuable time they put in every week without fail. To Tim and Nerissa Bailey for 
their support and assistance whenever required along with all our major sponsors, ground officials 
and Club committee members. More importantly, thanks to all the boys who played tuff each 
week, they were great to watch and hopefully one day we might be watching them on the big 
screen. (Good luck boys and always remember that you can achieve anything in life when you 
put your mind to it……) 

 
 

PLAYER PROFILES 
 
Mohamad Arnaout: Mohamad enjoyed another good year of football and in doing so was often 
rewarded with some great individual tries and not to forget to mention being a regular high 
performer for each week’s man of the match points. He was not only exciting to watch each week, 
but also on many occasions he was the difference between the team winning or losing with his try 
scoring feats. 
  
Shaun Bailey: Shaun was always there week in and week out doing his best for the team and as a 
result he never disappointed. Having been with the Club for a number of years, his overall 
experience and knowledge of the game proved a huge positive for not only himself but also for 
the team. Combining this with his overall good nature and great sportsmanship he was a very 
valuable and well respected team player by everyone. 
  
Jack Barnes: Jack settled extremely well into the side and was always part of the team’s game 
plan each week in using his size to rollover the opposition and gain those valuable metres in 
attack. As the season progressed so did his confidence, speed and knowledge of the game to the 
point where his place in the team was cemented until he was unable to play due to an injury at the 
back end of the season where his services were sorely missed and in particular his strong kicking 
boot. 
  
Luke Colley: Luke was a great asset to the team and a great pleasure to watch. Not only was he 
arguably our best player for the entire season, but each week he would achieve or complete 
something special that stood out for all the rights reasons wether it was in defence or attack. Being 
somewhat small in size it was often his big heart that proved what such a great and talented 
footballer he really is. 
  
Adam Elabbas: Adam was not only a credit to himself but to the team as well and as a result 
everyone benefited from his strong determination and will to win which always set the standard 
and encouraged his team mates to also lift to the challenge without fail. A very tough and hard 
ball runner he could always be relied upon to set the standard each week and lead by example 
which would always rub off onto his team mates. 
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Cooper Ellison: Cooper had another very consistent year of football and as a result was able to 
pull off some great things on the football field each game and more in particular when the team 
needed it the most. Combine this with his enthusiasm and overall ability to read the game always 
gave the team a very strong advantage against any side as when Cooper was playing well the team 
was also playing well. 
  
Hayden Flack: Little Hayden’s second year of football proved a lot of fun and enjoyment for not 
only himself, but also from a team official’s point of view as well. Not only was Hayden enjoying 
playing football each week without fail, but more importantly his overall involvement continued 
to improve to the point where his effort and commitment became a very important part of the 
team profile. 
  
Sam Holloway: It was Sam’s first taste of playing rugby league football having come over from 
the soccer fields and not only did he continue to impress everyone and improve rapidly each week 
to become a vital part of the teams drive at the back end of the season and towards the semis, but 
he also proved that when you set your mind to something and give it a go anything can happen. 
  
Aaron Karnold: Aaron again played well all year and having filled out bit in size and strength 
and with his years of experience he could again be relied upon to do his job and more importantly 
assist the team wherever they needed it. The best improvement of his game this year was the skills 
he developed with the ball in attack that created some very good tries and scoring opportunities 
for not only himself but for his team mates as well. 
   
Patrick Kotsaris: Pat is a bit of a quiet achiever who went about his job with confidence and 
determination and always created something special whenever he had the ball. Whenever Pat did 
have the ball in his hands it would leave the opposition dumb founded as more often than not it 
would result in some razzle dazzle which would always create opportunities for either himself or 
the team in putting more points on the board. 
  
Blake Linnegar: Blake enjoyed a very successful and well deserved year of football in being the 
team’s overall captain and play maker. Along with his great ability to read the game and talent to 
burn he could easily be described as being a very natural and gifted footballer right across the 
field. With his very strong defence and cleverness in attack he would always lay the team’s 
platform in going forward each week without any doubt.  
  
Ibrahim Maarbani: It was Ibrahim’s first year with the Saints and he was able to gain more 
confidence each week that not only allowed himself to match it up with his team mates regardless, 
but also against some of the oppositions much stronger and larger opponents. That not only 
allowed him to continue to improve, but more importantly learn what playing good football is all 
about. 
  
Kassem Maarbani: Kassem played well each game and settled into the side quite nicely having 
also come across to the Saints for the very first time. His years of experience and positive attitude 
also contributed towards the team’s success. Not only was he able to go about his job with plenty 
of confidence and commitment, but his positive attitude was also a winner and fun to watch. 
  
Kye Muscat: Unfortunately Kye only played a handful of games this season due to being unable 
to play with a non related football injury to his leg. Kye always gave 100% and was quite happy 
to play were ever required and in doing so always gave his best towards not only his team mates, 
but also for the team as a whole in general.  
  
Ryan Solo: Ryan is a very talented rugby league player and comes complete with all the bells and 
whistles needed. He unfortunately missed a few games through injury but when he did manage to 
play he was always a standout in both attack and defence. When he was playing well the team 
also played well in also saying that when he was playing hot the team was great to watch. 
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Michael Tanevski: Mr Consistency always went about his job each week without fail or any fuss. 
Michael was always there in either attack or defence and as a result was heavily relied upon to 
keep the team’s game plan in order on the field in ensuring everything was being covered off 
correctly. Never one to go unnoticed you could easily say that football suits Michael and that 
Michael suits football. 
  
Sebastian Unwin: Sebastian proved to be a very tough and robust forward who not only 
continued to tear apart the opposition in attack, but his defence was also very damaging. Not only 
did he continue to play some great football from start to finish for the entire year, but his ability to 
continue to bust through tackles and make several more extra metres was always great to watch. 
 

 

 
 

St. Christopher’s Rugby League Masters 2012 
 

 
 

The Front Row 
Darren Boland, Scott Whyte and Dave Harrington
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UNDER 12 DIVISION 1 – SEMI FINALISTS    
 

 
Back Row: Paul Fahd (Coach), Karim Saboune, Aukusotino Tafao, Michael Fahd, Stuart 
Higham, Christian Devnie, Lachlan Evans, Riley Butler, Karen Rehayem (Manager) 
Standing: Fiailoa Seupule, Ryan Dunn, Jaidin Obeid, Peter Rehayem, Bodie Bradford, Joshua 
Hannigan, Byron Foster 
Absent: Ryan McGregor, Angelo Gauci 
 

 
MANAGER’S REPORT 
 
Well another season over and hasn’t time flown?  With a few new troops in our team, this year 
promised to be an exciting one. Building from where they left off in 2011 the coaching staff were 
keen to put the boys through their paces.  We had some new boys added to the playing group, 
which included new signings as well as a couple of promoted players.  
 
The boys started off well winning some great games against the Dragons and Bankstown Sports 
so confidence was high, but by mid season their inconsistency crept back into their game, which 
resulted in a mixed bag of results. Unfortunately we also had an early casualty, losing Angelo 
with a broken collarbone ruling him out for the rest of the season, losing a player is always tough 
on a team.  The boys however continued to train hard and made it to the top four, which was a 
great achievement, but, with the Coach away and players missing at the end of the season the 
boys seem to lose their way, they gave it all they had but they bowed out in the playoffs. 
 
Although we were not to advance any further this season, the boys should be proud of how far 
they have come.  There were signs of brilliance during the season and some great individual 
performance, once they learn to come together and star as a team and not as individuals they will 
go all the way.   
 
A big thank you goes to our Coach, Paul Fahd who has dedicated his time for the past 2 years as 
well as our trainer Morris.  I would also like to thank all the parents who bring the boys to training 
every week as well as those who also helped with weekly duties.  We have a great bunch of kids 
and I look forward to next season, which I’m sure will be even more exciting going into 
International rules.  I can’t wait!! 
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PLAYER PROFILES 
 
Bodie Bradford: Our No.7 this year has come such a long way.  His ability to take on the line 
and his pinpoint accuracy with the boot has made him an aspiring playmaker for the team. His 
competitiveness, toughness and passion for the game is second to none. 
 
Ryan Dunn: A newcomer that was promoted from Div 2, cemented his spot in the team with his 
great defence and his never give up attitude.  He played the start of the season on the wing and by 
the end of the season he was made our alternate dummy half. 
 
Christian Devnie:  Another player promoted from Div 2 who made an immediate impact on the 
field.  Christian made strong runs and every time he had the ball he was dangerous.  His tackling 
was also tough, he rarely let the opposition through. 
 
Jaidin Obeid:  For a player with such a small stature, Jaidin has the biggest heart for the game.  
He had a slow start to the season but finished strong.   His dedication to his team and discipline 
for training makes him a valuable member of the team. 
 
Peter Rehayem:  His versatility saw him moved around in different positions, which meant his 
form was inconsistent, he also suffered a knee injury mid season, which hampered his confidence, 
but he is a dedicated player who loves his footy and is all heart.  He is our resident clown who 
always puts a smile on everyone’s face. We look forward to seeing what he can do out of dummy 
half next year. 
 
Riley Butler:  Also a newcomer this year who slotted onto the wing.  He is a talented player who 
has the ability to make a lot of metres.  Well liked by his teammates he has made some great 
friends and his confidence will only grow stronger with more time on the field.   
 
Michael Fahd:  Our strike weapon that was sorely missed at the back end of the season due to a 
shoulder injury and representative duties.  Michael had a great start to the season and was the 
leading try scorer of the team.  His strength has grown and his ability to get the team out of 
trouble when needed was irreplaceable.  He was also selected to represent NSW in the Mackillop 
Comp.  He is a player of the future watch out for his name down the track. 
 
Joshua Hannigan: Josh was also promoted from Div 2 and rightly so.  He is a fast little player 
and gives the team some great attacking options on the outside.  He is a quiet but likeable kid and 
has made some good friends in the team.  He is well disciplined and loves playing football, get the 
ball to him and watch him fly.  He is also a star of the future. 
 
Stuart Higham:  One of our forwards who likes to play like a 5/8.  His support play is great and 
when he moves forward he is a deadly strike weapon.   He is not content with just hitting the ball 
up, he wants to be the playmaker as well, and with his size it can be dangerous! 
 
Tafoa Aukosotino:  We call him “Tino”!  A new member to the team this year and he has fit in 
well with the boys.  The team was in much need for some more size and strength in the front, and 
this is exactly what he provided.  It took a few weeks for Tino to settle into the team but when he 
found his rhythm he gave us some strong hitups and some great crunching tackles.  A welcome 
addition to the side. 
 
Seupule Fiailoa:   “Junior” joined the team this year and he was the “spark” of the team.  You 
could put him anywhere on the field, give him the ball and he would run, his little legs would still 
be pumping until he was called held on the ground.  He is always full of energy and loves to run 
hard at the big boys.  Full of heart and determination he is a true team player. 
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Byron Foster:  Our 5/8 for the year, he was a consistent player.  Well disciplined at training and 
he has worked really hard on his defence.  One of the quiet achievers, who always put his heart 
and soul into every game. 
 
Ryan McGregor:  Played in the halves and at lock this year.  He loves to run hard at the big boys 
and has a great step.  When he brings his “A” game he is hard to stop.  He is popular amongst the 
team and loves just playing footy with his mates. 
 
Lachlan Evans:  Played a lot as a forward this year.  He loves a good hit up and to take it to the 
line.   His love for the game is ever visible when he is on the field.  Another dedicated footballer 
he is a team player who always gives it 100% on the field.  Nothing phases him during the game, 
he just keeps on going.    
 
Karim Saboune:  Well what a year Karim has had, he would have to be one of our best this year.  
His ability has gone from strength to strength.  He is a very quiet kid but don’t let that fool you 
because when he is on the field, he commands respect.  This year his tackling has been brilliant 
leading the way in the defensive line and he loves to have a run. 
 

 
Rogues Gallery 
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UNDER 13 DIVISION 2 – GRAND FINALISTS 
 

 
Back Row: Carlos Dontreras (Trainer), Nathan Boland, Paul Griffith (Manager), Adam Griffith, 
Sammy Moussa, Jonah Ngaronoa, Dave Harrington (Trainer), Hayden Kennedy, Liam 
Mannering, Anthony Maric, Julian Walker, Riley Nagle, Tim Reardon (Coach), Darren Boland 
(Trainer),    
Front Row: Luke Reardon, Joel Dell’Armi, Jeremy El-Chami, Kieran Armson-Graham, 
Mohamad Maarbani, Jack Ryan, Jayden Contreras, Abdul Arnaout, Rhys Harrington  
 
 
COACH’S REPORT 
 
This season was always going to carry many new challenges and experiences for us all. With the 
majority of the boys starting “High School”, exciting opportunities and experiences would await. 
Along with this, the new challenge of playing real footy “International Rugby League”. The 
modified versions of Rugby League was “Gone” and the tools learnt in previous years would start 
to shine. 
  
Starting our first season of International footy we were faced with a decision to play Div 1 or drop 
back to Div 2. After weighing it all up we opted to play Div 2 but with a Div 1 attitude and 
commitment. An important balancing act with the coaching staff was making sure “we 
encouraged all new challenges faced, acknowledged their achievements with enthusiasm and 
focused on the positives”. 
  
With the Team’s Attitude and Commitment to their footy we started with many goals and built on 
them throughout the season, some I’ve outlined - 

1. Listen - Most important 
2. Talk - Communication between each other to know what’s happening. 
3. Get Fit (improve fitness) - To feel good and allow the mind to concentrate on playing 

footy for a whole game. 
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4. All the Re’s  
i. React - Our action after a negative or positive time in the game. 
ii. Reload - Instinctively knowing what should happen next. 
iii. Restarts - Starting effective and efficiently after a stoppage in play.  
iv. Re-involve - Continually looking for an opportunity to get involved 

again e.g. supporting the ball carrier. 
5. Never Give Up - “Always work for and with each other”. 
6. Hit and Stick - When making a tackle don’t miss! 

  
Throughout the season the boys gained some much needed confidence and footy was becoming 
fun again. Some major highlights throughout the season included:  

• Standing up against the big Berala boys at Billy Dee with only 13 players available and 
realizing they were beatable;  

• Being down 18 - 4 at Roberts Park against a spiteful Greenacre and winning 22-18;  
• Blowing Greenacre away in our rematch in the Elimination Semi with our awesome 

attacking footy;  
• the exceptional 1st half against Bankstown Sports in the Final to win a spot against Berala 

in the Grand Final running into howling wind and hanging on; and  
• Each and every game played with our Team Motto:  “WORK FOR and WITH EACH 

OTHER.” 
  
After finishing 3rd on the table in the season proper we set ourselves 3 more goals or 3 Big Ticks 
as we called it - 

1. Win Elimination Semi, this we did against Greenacre (32 -10). Big Tick 
2. Win Final, this we also did against Bankstown Sports (22-18). Big Tick 
3. Win Grand Final, This we fell short on the score board going down to Berala (22-16) 

but even our great Club supporters would have reported - The Boys where all winners 
on the day in many other ways. “Work for and with each other” and your turn will 
come. 

Two of the most important tools the Boys started to learn this season was - “as Individuals no one 
else can do it but themselves” and “they must take ownership of this”. 
  
In finishing, a huge thanks to our manager Paul Griffith (St Christopher's Most Improved 
Manager), to our coaching staff David Harrington and Darren Boland for your dedication and 
support, to Carlos for filling in when and wherever required, to Danielle thank you for organizing 
the great Steve Mortimer for his motivational talks/emails and a very big thank you to all the 
parents in this Team. Without your dedication, guidance and encouragement these young men 
wouldn’t be playing Rugby League (the greatest game of all). “Go The Saints”!!! 
 
 
PLAYER PROFILES 
 
Sammy Moussa: Mr Excitement, when Sammy got the ball the crowd was on their feet and his 
speed was unmatched and terrific to watch. He dominated in a lot of games this season and we 
can only wait and see just how good he can be as a footballer. 
  
Lachlan Honey: Locky plays with tremendous heart, he may be the smallest on the field but he 
loves the game and brings so much energy and excitement to the team. 
  
Abdul Arnaout: Abs enjoys the physical combat and rises to the challenge in the big games. His 
aggression offers our team that needed grunt when needed. 
  
Liam Mannering: The big guy was at times a target for opposition big hitters, but Liam met the 
challenge and rarely let anyone better him. Absolutely solid in defense and was always looking 
for work with the ball. 
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Jeremy El-Chami: Showed in the GF he never gives in and our little dynamo gave the opposition 
plenty of trouble with his relentless running and no nonsense solid defense. 
  
Riley Nagle: Riley was our safe right hand side winger with an elusive turn of speed. His AFL 
training gave him an edge on high bombs and added some additional fitness. 
  
Adam Griffith: Controlled the ruck and gave great service from dummy half. He was always in 
and around the ball and often poached on any loose ball, with the occasional intercept! 
  
Luke Reardon: Luke has a feel for the game not normally seen in someone so young. He has a 
good kicking game and when needed led the team by example. He did a lot of the talking behind 
our try line and is a natural leader. 
  
Julian Walker: Returned to the team this season and fitted in immediately, giving us tremendous 
support in the forwards and around the ruck. In a couple of the games towards the end he showed 
he was a real force and could turn on the aggression when needed. 
  
Nathan Boland: Nathan started the season as our “Game Breaker” with his damaging runs and 
punishing defence. Loves to find the try line and there is no more determined runner when that 
white line is in view. Nathan can also be very punishing in defence. Nathan is also a potential 
leader in the team and played some of his best footy when in the role of the leader of the 
forwards. 
  
Anthony Maric: Antos started the year with a training injury that sidelined him early, but didn’t 
he make up for it late in the season! He made the fullback position his and opposition sides soon 
realized kicking to him meant giving away plenty of yards. His hard and determined kick returns 
gave us great field position and a momentum that could change the flow of a game. 
  
Jayden Contreras: Our front rower that can play like a No. 7, JJ is a hard man with soft hands. 
Enjoyed his time as a play maker and gives the coach a lot of options with his range of ball skills. 
Always keen to take a hit up or help out in defense he is a popular player and knows the game and 
talks it up constantly. 
  
Kieran Armson-Graham: Kieran was another player that could move between forwards and 
backs and was always looking for the ball. His defense at times was perfectly executed, and 
timing with the ball in his hands suggests he has a big future in the game.  
  
Rhys Harrington: A feature of Rhys game is his trademark axe tackle, where the opponent gets 
up looking for the rego plate of the bus! He would put his body on the line each time and did 
suffer from injuries because of it, but it would often fire the rest of them up and set the bar in 
defense. Could also be just as damaging with the ball. 
  
Joel Dell’Armi: Our 2nd new recruit who took sometime to settle in and work out the game. By 
mid season Joel was safe as houses in defense and getting more confident with every game. A 
very popular member of the team who was always eager to learn and had the right attitude at 
training. Great season Joel. 
  
Hayden Kennedy: Hayden is our biggest player and he soon realized for us to be going forward 
we needed him to be taking us. At times he captained the forwards and led by example and on his 
day would scare away the opposition by just running hard. A solid trainer and whose game 
playing will only get better with age. 
  
Jack Ryan: Our playmaker and born with a footy brain that makes him look like he has all the 
time in the world with the ball in his hands. A committed footballer that plays the game to the best 
of his ability every tackle/pass/kick who loves the contest as much as the win. 
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Jonah Ngaronoa: An exciting player possessing a rare combination of attacking flair with speed 
to burn and destructive defense. A quiet achiever who the boys look up to on the field and a 
committed trainer. Can play in various positions and gave the coach a lot of options with 
confidence he can handle anything on the field. 
  
Mohamad Maarbani: Aka “Moey” was our other new recruit and made mates very quickly. He 
took his time to find his place in the team and gave great value to the coach in a number of 
positions. By the end of the season he was a menacing defender. Showed a lot of class when you 
can farewell the boys and wish them well in the GF due to planned holidays 
 

 
 

A big “THANK YOU” to our supporters. You are the best. 
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UNDER 14 DIVISION 1 
 

 
Back Row: Brendon Dravet, Paul Kitiona, Anthony Harb, Tom Swiderski, Tui Manoa, Devante 
Faanoi, Fatu Togage, Mitchell Wilson, Jarrad Bryant,  
Front Row: Nathan Sellings (Coach), Posesione Lynch, Brandon Donovan, Adam Ayshan, Luke 
Parmaxidis, Scott Hannigan, Damien Rowles, Alex Rivera, Aseri Raikalevu, Steele Brown, Josh 
Simpson (Trainer), Kirsten Wilson (Manager)  
Absent: Natalie Bryant (Manager), Joshua Thompson-Reynolds 
 
 
COACH’S REPORT 
 
This year was our first year together as a coaching team and will surely not be our last.  It’s 
always a daunting task taking on a bunch of kids, but due to our amazing management staff we 
were always in good hands.  I have never been involved in the grading system before and 
struggled watching kids leave the team, but in the end the team that was chosen was highly 
competitive. 
 
Great teams are built on great defense, but champion teams are moulded on fitness and that’s 
what we tried to instill from the start.  Simmo was strick and ruthless with his training program 
and at times the boys may not have enjoyed it but from our point of view the boys thrived. 
 
To be honest, the year was a mixed bag.  I have never seen a team dominate like the boys did and 
in the same instant crumble.  Confidence isn’t something that comes natural, but is something that 
can be built and I hope Simmo and I and our way of coaching has instilled some confidence in 
you boys. 
 
Gifted is the word mentioned between Simmo and I in regards to the boys, but at the same time, 
laziness creeps in.  With just a little attention to detail and a shift in attitude, these boys are 
competition winners.  As coaching and management staff we hope the boys stick together, 
because their potential as a team is endless. 
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We would like to come back and take the reins next season, so hopefully the boys will want to 
stick around and give Simmo and myself a second chance of taking them through to the 
premiership. 
 
We would like to thank the boys and also the parents for putting up with Simmo’s and my antics 
and hope you all enjoyed yourselves as much as we did. See you all next year. 
 
 
MANAGER’S REPORT 
 
This year we were presented with a new challenge with the 14s being reduced to one team in 
Div 1. With some of our boys integrated into the team from Div 2, we stepped forward and with a 
warm welcome from both parents and players were happy to take on managing the team. We also 
welcomed new coaching staff with Nathan and Josh giving up their time to lead our boys this 
season. 
 
A great  deal of thanks must go to the parents for their support and encouragement for the boys 
ensuring that they made it to training each week enthusiastic to be there and showed up game day 
ready to play. 
 
Also thank you for your support with helping out at home games in the canteen and on the BBQ 
and “a big Thank You” to Al Faanoi for his constant attendance at the pub raffles. 
 
To Nathan and Josh, on behalf of the parents and players we both would like to thank you for 
giving of your time to coach and train the team this year. You were presented with many 
challenges from reducing the squad of 30 to one competitive side to losing 4 players after only 3 
rounds. Your dedication, passion and persistence each week for the team was admirable. 
 
We as parents of the players are greatly appreciative that you have volunteered your time and 
services this year. As without volunteers OUR BOYS WOULD NOT HAVE A GAME TO PLAY!!! 
 
To the boys:  You’re a great group of kids who each week took to the field with pride and 
enthusiasm.  We’d like to see you stick it out together, as with a little more growth and 
persistence, you have more than the potential to develop into a great footy team. 
 
A very big thank you to the Club Committee for your tireless efforts throughout the season, for 
without you the Club wouldn’t run.  Also a big thank you to all our Sponsors. 
 
 
PLAYER PROFILES 
 
Adam Ayshan:  Adam played mostly in the back line throughout the year.  Solid defender, great 
on kick returns and with pace to burn left many opposition defenders in his wake.  His future lies 
in the fullback position, 
 
Steele Brown:  Steele was one of our co-captains this year and led by example whether during 
training or on game day.  Spent most of the year at fullback and his vision in attack and defense 
was second to none. 
 
Jarrad Bryant: Jazza was a part of our forward pack at the start of the year and due to his hard 
work at training earned himself a starting position.  Workhorse during every game he played in 
but due to injury we didn’t get to see his full potential. Jazza injury free next year will be a big 
plus. 
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Brandon Donovan:  Dono was another of our co-captains. His enthusiasm and talk was amazing 
throughout the year. What he lacks in size Dono makes up for in his ability and was never afraid 
to put his body on the line. 
 
Brendon Dravet:  Cocky was our starting centre this year but played a bit of back row as well.  
Always involved in the tough stuff whether it was big hits or putting his hand up to run the ball.  
It was due to this and his work ethic which saw him picked in the development squad. 
 
Devante Faanoi:  One of the bigger boys of the team and never took a backward step.  
Opposition teams always had their hands full when he had his hands on the ball and not too many 
opposition players were keen to run at him either.  Congrats on making Development Squad.   
 
Scott Hannigan:  Scotty was our dummy half for the year and also the team’s heart and soul.  A 
man of few words Scotty let his football do the talking.  Not only did he train the house down, he 
gave every game 150%.  A inspiration to the team and also to the coaching staff.  Congrats on 
making development squad again this season!!! 
 
Anthony Harb:  Harby was another of our big boys in the team.  In a solid forwards pack Harby 
definitely held his own.  Always putting his body on the line, Harby was one of our most 
improved players in the team.  Well done mate!!! 
 
Posesione Lynch:  Sione played mostly five eight throughout the year.  Another quietly spoken 
player at training, but let it all out once on the field.  Fearless in defence and gifted with a great 
passing and running game.  Great year. 
 
Luke Paramaxidis: Maxi was by far the fittest player in the team and his work ethic and 
attention to detail at training saw him improve out of sight on the field.  Clever ball runner and 
trustworthy defender. 
 
Joshua Thompson-Reynolds:  Josh was our starting centre until he broke his collarbone.  A solid 
one on one defender and a no fear attitude saw Josh excel in the centre position.  Will be a bonus 
to have him back in the side next year. 
 
Alex Rivera: Alex only came into the side half way through the year but made an immediate 
impact, Directed the side around with great vision and made the five eight role his own.  
 
Aseri  Raikalevu:  Aseri was definitely one of the fastest players in the side which saw him play 
most of the year in the backline.  Combine his speed also with a great step, Aseri was lethal in the 
centres. 
 
Damien Rowles:  Damo was our ‘mister fix it’ when it came to the forwards, playing front row, 
second row and lock.  Always made yards when running the ball and always rolled up his sleeves 
in defence.  Great year mate!! 
 
Thomas Swiderski:  Another one of our big boys in the team, Tom was never far from the action 
in the middle of the field.  Tireless defender and a force to be reckoned with when the ball was in 
his hands. 
 
Tui Manoa:  By far one of the biggest players in not only our side but also the comp.  His 
presence on the field and aggression that he always played with made Tui a nightmare for our 
opposition. 
 
Fatu Togagae:  One of the most naturally gifted football players I have seen.  Whenever the team 
needed lifting Fatu rose to the occasion, whether it was a big hit or bursting through the line for a 
try.  Congrats on making development squad.  
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Paul Kitiona: Although his first year in the top grade, Paul’s natural speed sealed him a wing 
spot where he looked good. Who can forget that try on the bell at Billy Dee to snatch a draw 
against St Johns! Good year mate.  
 
Mitchell Wilson: Sniggles had a great year.  His attitude at training and also on the field made 
Mitch one of the most consistent players in the team.  Rarely missed a tackle and safe as a bank 
under the high ball.  Well done!!!. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Our premiership winning Under 19’s 
who were ably steered around the field by  
Luke Vella and Daniel Stone 
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UNDER 15 ICCC DIVISION 1  
 

 
Back Row: Michael Mulvihill (Coach), Brandan Sua, Andrew Zoghbi, Dylan Elias, Tavita Tafao,  
Aidan Harrington, Conor Davidson, Liam Mulvihill, Jacob Sua,  
Front Row: Kirk Harrison (Trainer), Nathan Nicolas, Adam Sader, Toby Reardon, Nathan 
Harrison, Conor Kelley, Jack Finch, Ross Canceri, Tony Sader (Trainer), Peter Finch (Manager) 
 
 
COACH’S REPORT 
 
This year we moved to Sunday games in a new competition, the ICCC. During the off season we 
lost four players, but gained four, one of which we lost to another club after round one and 
another walked out mid season. Due to a shortage of numbers we nominated for Div 2 and won 
our first 5 matches quite easily, then we were put up into Div 1. Taking into account wash outs 
and forfeits we lost our remaining 7 games, finishing last on the table out of 7. A bit of a drop 
from Semi finalists last year and Premiers the year before. 
 
However, these brief facts don’t fully describe our season, they don’t reveal the injury toll we 
endured, playing games with one maybe two fit players on the bench. The results certainly don’t 
reflect the effort the boys put in this year. If courage and team spirit could be represented on a 
points ladder then these boys won the comp. Although we finished last our for and against was the 
best of any other team not making the finals, we pushed the top four teams harder than anyone 
else, we lost our last round match to La Perouse by 2 points who went onto be grand finalists. 
 
The competitive side of me is disappointed, the coach and mentor side of me is very proud and 
honoured to have been a part of these boys’ journey over 8 of the last 10 years. It has been an 
immense pleasure to watch each and every one of them grow into fine young men. I will miss 
their company. I would also like to thank the several U14 players who helped out twice during the 
year – your Club spirit was greatly appreciated. 
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My thanks to all the parents for your patience and support, to Michael Grove, Kirk Harrison, 
Tony Sader my thanks also for your valuable input into these boys over the years. Thanks to Dave 
Muscat and Dave Harrington for first aid, and last but by no means least, my thanks to Peter 
Finch, who as team manager always performed above and beyond. 
 
 
 
PLAYER PROFILES 
 
Toby Reardon: 11 years this fella has been playing, always punching well above his weight. This 
year was no different, up against boys twice his size Toby continued to put his body on the line 
week in and week out, his courage typifies what this team is really about. Can’t wait to see him in 
the 19s. 
 
Nathan Nicolas: Second year with us, this one has found a home in the difficult position of 
fullback, saved many tries this year simply by putting his body on the line, gutsy effort. Broke his 
foot at the end of the season, I hope you heal fast. 
 
Nathan Harrison: Took over the Captaincy this year and led from the front. Never intimidated 
by the opposition, Nathan’s football this year matured and showed signs of the promising future 
he has. Captained the team well, could talk a bit more though. 
 
Dylan Elias: Another 11 year player. Grew quite tall this year without putting on a lot of weight. 
Had a very good season, was very consistent with his efforts week in and out.  Never gave an inch 
against bigger heavier, but less skilled opponents. Covered a few positions for us. Once he fills 
out he will be a gun in the 19s. 
 
Jack Finch: Busted his hand twice this year early on and took a while to regain his confidence. 
Moved around a bit to cover injuries this year, Jack did what was needed for the team and did it 
well. Scored two tries on the wing in our opening match and played second row in our last game 
against LaPa. Who will ever forget him carting the ball up and smashing the opposition? 
 
Aidan Harrington: Injured his knee early on and dislocated his shoulder towards the end of the 
year. In between produced some very tough and consistent football both in offense and defence. 
One of the team’s workhorses, although his chip chase and score early in the year nearly got him 
expelled from the front rowers club. 
 
Andrew Zoghbi: This year Andrew played in the centres, again up against much bigger 
opposition each week, although you wouldn’t have known – his defence all year was superb. 
Another example of a kid who will be a tough nut by the time he makes the 19s. 
 
Conor Kelley: Didn’t suffer from any sleep over issues this year (must be getting older). Conor 
also broke his foot early on and his speed and defence was missed until his return. Threw himself 
straight back into it and gave his all, performed superbly at fullback late in the year – hope to see 
you in that position next year. 
 
Conor Davidson: Started the year with a broken ankle and took a while to come back up to 
steam, but when he did was a catalyst for a good team performance. Never shy to get rough, 
Conor kept us into several games this year with his brutal defence and bullocking runs. Rewarded 
with selection in the Balmain Harold Matts summer squad.  
 
Brandan Sua:  Each year I end up saying the same about Brandan, he is quite simply the 
backbone of the team, when he fires up the team fires up. It’s that simple. Brandan is a 7 year 
player with Saints, he knows we are his home and he plays like it week in and week out. Another 
good, consistent season saw him rewarded with selection into the Harold Matts summer squad. 
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Liam Mulvihill: Shifted to half this year and took a while to find his feet. Guided the team round 
the park well this season, was brutal in defence and exhibited a very good kicking game which 
kept us in a lot of games during the year. Also selected in the Dogs’ Harold Matts summer squad. 
 
Jacob Sua: Joined us from Cheso early this year, Jacob is a bit of a character who filled a few 
roles for us this year. A welcome addition to the team, maybe not the best result for him 
personally at a new club, but he did help the team out playing in various positions and hopefully 
next year will find a more settled position from which he can showcase his wares. Also selected 
by Canterbury for Harold Matts train on. 
 
Adam Sader: Shifted to hooker this year and led the forwards very well. A 10 year player Adam 
was again outweighed by the opposition this year but never outclassed. Being a hooker in Div 1 is 
no easy task and Adam did it well, another person I’d love to watch when he’s in the 19s. 
 
Ross Canceri: Joined us this year, played wing and went very well at it. Not a large kid but that 
didn’t stop him having a big go each week. Just has to lose that soccer mentality when it comes to 
training.  A welcome addition to the team and a handy try scorer. 
 
Tavita Tafoa: Joined us this year from Chester Hill. Boy were we lucky he did. Tavita provided 
much needed size in the team, his go forward all year was very strong, as was his defence. I have 
never seen anyone train as hard as Tavita, it didn’t matter what we were doing he would do it and 
do it well. A very welcome addition to the team, knocked himself out twice and broke his 
collarbone in the last game. 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Under 19’s Team Officials.  
Thank you for a job well done.
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UNDER 19 ICCC DIVISION 1 – PREMIERS 
 

 
Standing: John Stambouli (Assistant Coach), Matt Grealy (Trainer), Andy Bateman (Trainer), 
Dwayne  Brown, Liam Eisenhuth, Jack Charter, Billy Habib, Daniel Stone, Mark Harb, Morris 
Higham, Fuata Faafiu, Adam Darwich, Scott Simpson (Manager), James Togagae, Paul 
Colquhoun (FAO), Daniel Wagstaff (Coach), Ross Kendall (Manager) 
Seated: Josh Ewan, Jarrod Simpson, Luke Vella, Jeremy Fuller (Captain), Jared Deane, John 
Winley, Liam Davidson, Trent Colquhoun 
Front: Josh Fuller (Ball boy)    
 
 
COACH’S REPORT 
 
WOW! Where do I start? In terms of what to say about how the last five minutes of the grand 
final panned out, I’m almost speechless. I have watched the replay of the last five minutes over 
and over and over again and I did not expect us to win like we did. Let me make it clear by 
repeating, “did not expect us to win LIKE WE DID”. I repeat this, because I want everyone to 
understand that no matter how long was left on the clock, there was still hope. I never gave up on 
the boys. Now I know a lot of you involved in this Club would be thinking, “I bet you thought 
you were gone”. Let me tell you this. However that last try was scored did not matter. What 
mattered was that it was nothing but HEART from every single player involved in this team. They 
DIDN’T QUIT. Not just that last few minutes, not just this season even, but from way back when 
this team battled to even win a game. This group of players not only has HEART, but strength of 
character. That strength of character was built through the tough times. Let me take you back for a 
moment… 
 
In last year’s report I thought it would be fitting to let you all know where this team has come 
from. This year is no different. A lot of these boys have been playing rugby league (the greatest 
game on earth) since they were in under 6s. From the time they started playing international rules 
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in U13s they went through some pretty tough years getting beaten by 20-50 points at times. When 
I joined this team first of all as their trainer, I saw something in them that inspired me. What 
inspired me was how much they loved playing this game. Which then got me thinking. These 
boys loved the game enough to be successful, but they lacked confidence. Andy Brown, along 
with myself and a few other members of the coaching staff started to instill a sense of confidence 
among the team and in the U16s they missed out on semi finals by 2 points. Then it began. 
 
Along came seasons, 2010, 2011, and the most memorable of all, 2012. Not only did this team 
make semi finals in 2010 narrowly going down by 4 points to Bankstown Sports, but they went on 
to play in the next two grand finals! That is three successive grand finals. 
 
Going back to what I said earlier, they achieved such success because they have heart, because 
they have the right attitude, because they care enough about each other to call themselves a 
family. We are a family. A family who I will never forgot wherever I go in my life, every player 
who has been involved in this team over the 5 years I have been a part of it, has been a part of 
building it, to what it has become. 
 
Any junior team coming through this Club wanting to know what it takes to be successful, ask 
any of the U19s players and they will tell you, ATTITUDE BUILDS A SUCCESSFUL 
FOOTBALL TEAM! Although this year was up and down and had plenty of highs and lows, their 
character was now strong enough that it didn’t matter what obstacle was placed in front of them, 
they knew how to find a way around it. 
 
I cannot thank the people that have been a part of this enough. Firstly our sponsors, we looked 
fantastic in our new gear this year guys. Thank you so much. To the Club and John Grealy, grand 
final week emails were awesome. Anne Simpson, the best time keeper in the business! Scott 
Simpson and Ross ‘Killer’ Kendall, having two managers was such a big help. Paul Colquhoun 
our first aid every week. Matt ‘Apprentice of the year’ Grealy, premiership winning front rower 
from last year sticking around as a trainer and my cousin Andy ‘fat yolo’ Bateman, could not have 
wished for a better experience to have with you mate.  
 
Then there was one of the biggest influences I have had, John ‘Stumpy’ Stambouli. You have 
been there right from the start. My first year as a coach in 2010 you jumped on board as a trainer, 
last year you took on the role of assistant coach and continued through into this year. Stumpy you 
are a true mate and to have you by my side through 3 grand finals was a privilege. In 30 years 
time we can look back on these years and say to each other, ‘how good was that’ and re-live these 
moments over and over. You’re a legend mate. Next I want to thank my family. My dad, my 
brothers, my grandparents, all my relatives who came to the game, and my mother who was the 
reason that I am a part of this team, and who I know helped us get over the line in the end. I Love 
you all. 
 
Finally, I truly am lost for words now. I don’t even know where to start in thanking the team that 
has brought me so much joy. I am genuinely a little choked up writing this trying to find words to 
describe how much you guys mean to me. I know I am your coach but it was you boys that taught 
me. Firstly to be patient, to understand different personalities, and to know what it’s like to be part 
of a TEAM that cares about each other! Thank you a million times over! My brothers! 
 
Never forget, whatever you want to do in life, your attitude will determine your altitude! 
 
 
ASSISTANT COACH’S REPORT 
 
Well what can I say? In all honesty I could not of pictured a better end to a competition especially 
considering it coincided with us becoming ‘back to back’ Premiers!!!!. Anyone who was there 
would appreciate the special moment it was when we won the grand final but not all will know 
about the hard work it took to get there in the first place. 
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It started in the summer as per usual with pre season commencing, a record turnout of numbers 
but it was quickly whittled down to the boys who again were chasing the dream. The training was 
brutal but worth it as the boys came out full of running. Now admittedly the season wasn’t smooth 
sailing but the thing that kept the season alive and the flame lit was the fact that these boys have 
become more than teammates but are now family. It showed through in the tough games, the 
training in the rain, the video sessions and the continual striving of success that was demonstrated 
by these boys. All the rewards they reaped this season are no fluke but a product of their desire to 
succeed, determination and commitment to the cause.  
 
In the end the boys got what they deserved and that was the title of Premiers and no one could 
take that away from them as it was truly theirs and now I hope the boys can appreciate how the 
hard work they put in paid off with the greatest glory of all. I know for a fact none of the boys 
will forget the feeling of winning or singing the song especially in the sheds surrounded by the A 
grade and other members of the Saints family, it truly was an amazing experience and one I know 
personally one I will treasure forever.  
  
None of this could have been possible in my eyes if it wasn’t for one bloke in particular. That is 
the duel premiership winning coach Daniel Wagstaff. This bloke’s commitment, passion and 
desire to not only improve these boys as players but as a bloke was I think the biggest reason we 
succeeded this year. I have the utmost respect for him and I can truly say it was a privilege to be 
able to have the opportunity to coach with him. Also I’d like to thank Simmo, Killer, Paul, Andy, 
Matty Greals and Anne Simpson for all their efforts this year as they were an integral part of the 
team also. 
  
In all it was an absolute pleasure to be associated with these boys and I could not of asked for a 
greater experience, they have given me great memories and I regard them all as family and 
couldn’t of asked for a better bunch of blokes to coach. Thanks boys, you truly deserve all your 
accolades and merits 
 
 
CAPTAIN’S REPORT – Jeremy Fuller 
 
I’ve enjoyed nothing more growing up and every Saturday or Sunday running around in the 
maroon and gold jersey. When Daniel asked me at the start of 2011 if I wanted to captain the side 
it was a great feeling and was an even better feeling when later that year we took out the 
premiership through hard work and persistence after falling short in the big one the 2010.  
 
But coming into 2012 was more challenging then we all expected - we had the title but defending 
it was going to be a totally different story and twice as hard. Progessing through the year we hit 
some highs and hit some lows and the talk was we couldn’t do it, we weren’t going to hold on to 
the title. But we all stuck together like the family we are and pulled through right on the last 
minute of the season, once again through hard work and persistence.  
 
It’s been more than a privilege to lead these boys ‘back to back’ and I can’t be more thankful to 
Daniel and the coaching staff for allowing me to and to the boys for their consistent efforts. I’d 
like to thank all our generous sponsors for all the support they gave our side and getting us in a 
brand new strip.  Thanks also to John Grealy and the committee for what they did for the team 
and around the Club. I’d like to thank Scott Simpson and Ross Kendall for their management of 
the side and organization of everything and lastly thanks to the fans that supported us all year and 
the massive crowds that really got behind us in the semi and grand final. 
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PLAYER PROFILES 
 
Jeremy Fuller: Well, what can I say about Dullz? A born leader. A team man. Inspirational. 
Jeremy has been playing a year above his own age group for quite a few years now and has 
always been the best talker and had the highest work rate. What he has done for, and with this 
team is amazing. It wasn’t by chance he has captained this side to two grand final wins. Well 
deserved mate, you have a future in the game if you work hard. 
 
Adam Darwich: Ads, mate you have shown once again this year that it doesn’t matter how big or 
small you are. You can compete with, and beat the best. The competitive side that comes out in 
you I wish every player had. At times you can express it in funny ways but everyone knows it is 
only you wanting the best for the team and that is what has made you into the player you are. 
Proud of you Ads. 
 
Dwayne Brown: Dwayne, I bet you never thought your season would end like it did. Mate I am 
so glad that you stuck around with us this year. Not just because of the last try in the grand final, 
but because you are one of the boys. You needed the boys this season, and they needed you. At 
times we have clashed but you know I care. You have a lot of natural ability Dwayne. If you truly 
make the decision to do something with it 100% I have absolute faith that you will succeed. Good 
season mate. 
 
Jared Deane: Deano came to us pre-season last year and was not able to commit to us. He 
returned this season and was solid on the wing all year. Although out of position and a little lost 
defensively early on he got into the swing of it and made some great plays. Great to have you with 
us Deano. 
 
Josh Ewan: A lot of you may not know this but ‘Jish’ left Hurstville to play for us this season 
funnily enough. What a move that was. Scored two tries against his old side in the grand final and 
was one of our best defenders all season, often coming up with a big shot when the team needed 
it. Another player playing out of position but found his feet and was fantastic all year. Nice one 
Jish. 
 
Liam Davidson: Davo had an absolute blinder of a season. Starting at fullback this year he was 
safe under the high ball and was great returning kicks. Davo also had the job of goal kicking this 
season. Has a great boot on him and put in plenty of practice. A smart footballer who could easily 
slot into a playmaking role if necessary. Love your work Davo. 
 
James Togagae: JT was outstanding again this season. A little something about JT, he is a quiet 
achiever. Solid all over the park without standing out, but when the big play is needed he is right 
there to pull it off. A try saving tackle in the grand final to stop a certain try is the freshest in my 
mind. Mate you played a vital role in this team over the time you have been with us. Good on you 
mate. 
 
Daniel Stone: Stoney, again this year you showed you have one of the smartest football brains, 
sharpest kicking game, and the best left to right pass I’ve seen. You set up and scored some great 
tries this season and although you’re not a massive talker, the boys still looked to you for 
leadership which I can proudly say you succeeded in leading. Legs like tree trunks mate. Solid. 
 
Jarrod Simpson: Simmo you are as tough as they come. Giving away 20-30kg sometimes to 
opposing players, you have the best defensive technique I have seen for a 19 year old. Never once 
taking a backward step to anybody that came for you and more often than not you came out on 
top. As I said with Adam you have an interesting way of getting your message across to your 
team mates but I know it is because you are such a fierce competitor. Great to have shared this 
with you mate. 
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Trent Colquhoun: Trenty, mate this year you really proved to me that you were up to any 
challenge. Last year Simmo was just ahead of you by a nose but this season I couldn’t split you. 
We had a good system going and whenever you got on you made such a huge difference. As with 
Stoney you aren’t an overly big talker but you do what is required and it infects the team. We had 
our first little lover’s tiff this season which surprised me but I know you meant well. You’re a 
legend Trenty. 
 
Morris Higham: Moz came back to us this season after a year in the English super league, wait I 
mean St. Joeys over in Sutherland. Mate so glad to have you back with us. You have the best leg 
drive of any of our forwards and when you picked a line to run, and ran it hard, you were almost 
unstoppable. Very strong defender and I often cringed when you hit the opposition. But I loved it! 
Good season Moz. 
 
Liam Eisenhuth: Eiso, what a powerhouse! Such a complete footballer. Mate when you first 
entertained the idea of coming back to the Club I knew it was the right move for you, although I 
knew it was a hard choice for you to make. You were consistent week in, week out this year and 
displayed one of the best games of football from a forward I’ve seen in the grand final, and you 
carried a shoulder injury all season. Mate you are the definition of tough. Love your work Eiso. 
 
Billy Habib: Billy, I am so proud of you mate. You started playing rugby league 3 years ago with 
little idea what to do. This season you came to me during pre season training and told me you 
wanted to play the grand final. Not only was I happy with your confidence that we would get to 
the grand final, but also with your passion and drive to succeed. You are what this Club is about 
mate. Well done. 
 
Mark Harb: Harby is another who came back to us after a season off. Carrying a little extra 
weight, Harby asked me to help him lose it and get back into footy. Although he is still carrying a 
little extra he has come a long way this year and was so dangerous carrying the ball. With a little 
more fitness he could be one of the most damaging players we have. Good stuff Harby. Wallah! 
 
John Winley: Well, what an addition Winley was this season. One game in particular, the grand 
final. You truly rose to the occasion that day mate. You kept coming and kept coming. The 
hardest runner of the ball on the field. A few incidents over the course of the season but overall 
you were fantastic. Great to have you a part of this team mate. 
 
Jack Charter: Jacko, I think you were up there with one of the best pick ups for us this season. 
Defensively you were awesome. You nailed blokes every game, which unfortunately led to a 
niggling shoulder injury. You were also unlucky to have suffered a season ending knee injury at 
the back end of the season but I know without your defensive influence, a lot of our games may 
have been a bit different. Great to have you with us Jacko! 
 
Luke Vella: Vella, mate without your influence in the middle part of the season, we lacked a little 
direction. We coped because we are strong across the whole team, but the hole you left could not 
be filled. You are one of the most influential players in this team and the team looks up to you. I 
look up to you and respect your knowledge of the game. You taught me a few things this season. 
You have a bright future mate if you want it. I’ll back you all the way. Nice one Vell. 
 
Fuata Faafiu: Ata, mate you can be such a damaging player, in a good way and bad. At times I 
was pulling my hair out with some of the things you did, like when you pretended to kick the 
player from Liverpool but pleaded to the ref “I’m just joking”. But at other times you couldn’t be 
stopped. You run the ball hard, and you hit harder. You also came out with some great one liners 
this year. “Grand final baby”. Love your work Ata! 
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Josh Rainbow: Poss was back with us this season for a short period while trying to cement his 
spot in the Dogs under 20s side. Poss is part of this family no matter what and although we were 
disappointed to hear we were losing him to Cronulla, we were proud of him as well  - ‘One of our 
boys was going on to bigger things’. We wish you all the best mate. Legend. 
 
Tommy Grealy: Tommy, deciding to play a couple of years up was a big decision. Something 
that not many players will make and I’m proud of you for that mate. Towards the back end of the 
season you made a move that felt right for you and I support the courage you showed to do that. I 
know you were frustrated at times but I have absolute faith that you made the move for the right 
reasons. You’re still as much a part of this as anyone else mate. Good stuff Tommy. 
 
Corey White: Corey came back to us this season after a year off and was great while we had him. 
Corey suffered a few bad injuries and was unable to finish the season off. Showed maturity and 
leadership through a great attitude while we had him. Good on you mate. 
 
Ali Hazim: Ali started this season having never played rugby league before. He came a long way 
and every session just kept improving and improving. During all the tough stuff, pre season 
training, defensive drills, he kept coming. Unfortunately he was unable to finish the season so we 
lost one of our kebabs. Proud of what you did this season though Ali!. 
 

 
To the victors go the spoils. 
Trent Colquhoun and team captain Jeremy Fuller. 
 

Dwayne Brown scored the winning try just before full time. 
He wasn’t the only one smiling.
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‘A’ RESERVE GRADE – ICCC DIVISION 1 
 

 
Standing: Alan Wren (Trainer), Chris Keenan (Coach), Cameron Mortimer, Sam Smythe, Tom 
Wilson, Johnathon Horwood, Matt Dawes, Scott Farrell, Jason Ioane, Jason Mayoh, Nathan 
Pollard, James Martin, Nathan Alchin, Dee Williams (Manager), Brett Wilson (FAO) 
Seated: Mahdi Behardien, Andrew Powell, Dave Psaroudis, Gary Stone, Michael Hanratty, 
Nathan Sellings, Jarrett Boyd, Graham McFarlane 
Absent: Justin Bold, Josh Simpson, Aaron Janda, Josh Kavanagh, David Vili, Sam Lindsay, Deb 
Riley (FAO)   
 
 
COACH’S REPORT 
 
This year was the beginning of a new era at St Christophers A Grade after being the best A grade 
side in the district for the last 10 yrs. We were a young inexperienced side and it was decided that 
we would enter the reserve grade competition to gain some experience for next year.  
 
It was a tough start and numbers were down and we struggled through the trials to put a side on 
the paddock, but by the 1st round we had 20 players registered and were up against Ryde/ 
Burwood, who we were told were the comp favourites after winning the 2011 A Res grade 
premiership. We won this game 26-10 and our next game 32 -24 and the players thought they 
would romp this comp in, to the point where they felt they never had to train anymore.  From this 
point we struggled to get people to training and only had 4 ball work sessions for the year! As it 
turned out we lost 6 games by 10 pts or less and only had to win 3 of those and we would have 
been in the semis. During the year there was some great performances by the players, we just had 
trouble getting them to all put in at the same time.  
 
Once again we were the most professional team in the comp thanks to the generous support of our 
sponsors. All players who paid their rego were issued with polo shirts, training shirts and dress 
shorts. So to Joe from NSW Tiling and Adam from the Barber Crew and Paul Gibbs from PAJG 
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(our 3 major sponsors) thanks for your support. And to the many other sponsors thank you for 
your support, without your support we wouldn’t have a team.  
 
To all the players, you are a great bunch of men and thanks for the season. To our team staff (Dee, 
Dane, Matt, Al and Brett), thanks for your help throughout the year and a special thanks to Debbie 
Riley who attended most games and training sessions to look after our injured players, thanks 
Deb. 
 
 
 

 
 

Michael Hanratty and Justin Hall join Liam Berkley as 20 Year Players
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PLAYER PROFILES 
 
Nathan Alchin: Prop. Nathan was a new player to the Club and brought a lot of experience to the 
front row, a position we were short on. Nath was a good defender who took the ball up all day and 
the harder the game got the harder he played, well done mate. 
 
Mahdi Behardien: Wing. Another new player and was easily the best winger in the comp and a 
determined defender, I hope he returns next year. Scored 5 tries. 
 
Justin Bold: Prop. Justin has been one of the best forwards in A grade for a long time now but 
this year he had a few injuries and retired with 4 rounds to go but returned in the last round when 
we were short of players and was one of the best on the field even though he was heavily strapped 
and carrying a neck injury, he will be sorely missed next year, thanks for the memories mate. 
 
Jarrett Boyd: 2nd row/wing. Struggled with work commitments, but when he did play he could 
be relied on to do his share and was a crowd favourite. 
 
Matthew Dawes: Prop. Came out of retirement to help us out and his presence on the field lifted 
all around him and it was no coincidence that our best performances were in rounds 13, 14 and 15 
and Dawesy powered in all 3 games, thanks for helping us out mate. 
 
Scott Farrell: Wing/fullback. Scott was another new player to the Club and improved right 
throughout the season to be a regular member of the starting 13 by season’s end. He copped a bad 
injury in the last game and I hope we haven’t seen the last of him, had speed to burn and a solid 
defender. 
 
Michael Hanratty: 5/8. What can you say about Mick that hasn’t already been said over the 
years. Mick brings a lot of experience to the side and enthusiasm, he is a non-stop defender who 
made 46 tackles in a game against Penshurst this year. I could write a full page on Mick. I think 
the fact that he is the only player in the club with 21 seasons under his belt speaks volumes of the 
man. Thanks for your help mate. 
 
Johnathon Horwood: Prop. John has so much potential, in our game against Berala he was by 
far the best forward on the paddock, he was unstoppable with the ball and pulled off some 
memorable hits in defence but unfortunately for us we never got a repeat performance from John. 
I would like to see him knuckle down and return next year and be a leader for our young pack of 
forwards, if he puts his mind to it, it is not beyond him. 
 
Jason Ioane: Wing/2nd row. Came to us from the Bulls and started on the wing and some solid 
performances from him saw him move to the 2nd row where he played his best games, hope to 
have him next year. 
 
Aaron Janda: Lock. Aaron had a great season and was one of our most consistent performers, 
topped the tackle count in most games and made good metres with the ball, he is already talking 
about next year. 
 
Josh Kavanagh: Centre. Josh is another consistent performer, has a great work ethic and is 
usually leading the hit ups and in the top 3 defenders each week. When the captaincy became 
available late in the season, his team mates had no hesitation in naming him the new captain and 
he will be back to lead the boys next year. Great season Josh. 
 
Sam Lindsay: 2nd row. Sam was another player who improved as the season went, unfortunately 
got injured in the game against All Saints, which was by far his best game for the season and that 
ruled him out for the remainder of the year. 
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James Martin: Prop. Marto kicked off the season in great style and was one of our best players 
on the field against Ryde/ Burwood, heavy work commitments kept him from attending a lot of 
training sessions and he struggled with fitness, if he ever decides to get fit he will be unstoppable, 
a very popular team member. 
 
Jason Mayoh: 5/8, lock, hooker anywhere he was needed. Affectionately named " Poppy " 
played in just about every position on the field and got man of the match in any position he 
played, a solid defender and great attacker whose strength was his ability to put players in holes 
and beat his man one on one, great season mate. 
 
Graham McFarlane: Hooker/ 2nd row. A very consistent performer regardless of the position. 
Always high up in the tackle count and supports his man all day, scored 2 tries. 
 
Cameron Mortimer: Centre/ 2nd row. Cameron had heavy work commitments and never got a 
lot of game time, but when he did play was a solid defender, and in attack made good metres, 
scored 2 tries. 
 
Nathan Pollard: Wing/ Fullback. Started on the wing and was one of the best wingers in the 
comp, got moved to fullback and was then the best fullback in the comp, he had it all, good under 
the high ball, solid defender and hard and fast when running the ball, scored 2 tries. 
 
Andrew Powell: Utility. Andrew had an interrupted season firstly with a niggling injury and then 
holidays, upon his return he played in the 2nd row and played strong, a solid defender and had the 
ability to find the line in attack, scored 4 tries. 
 
Dave Psaroudis: Centre/ Fullback. Dave always gives 100% and seems to get better every year, a 
solid defender and has a lot of speed, scored 1 try. 
 
Nathan Sellings: Half back (captain). Nath started the season as captain but heavy work 
commitments took its toll and he stood down from the captaincy and without the added burden of 
captaincy Nathan began to play his best football. Has a great kicking game and when he takes the 
line on there is no better half in the comp, Nath was our top point scorer with 60 points from 2 
tries and 26 goals. 
 
Josh Simpson: Centre/ 2nd row. Josh had an outstanding year, started in the centres and then 
moved to 2nd row as we were short of forwards and got man of the match points in both 
positions.  Josh is another player with a good work ethic and at the start of the year when I was in 
hospital and Alan Wren had work, Josh took it upon himself to train the side and did a great job, 
thanks for your help mate. 
 
Sam Smythe: 2nd row. Sam had a few issues outside of footy this year and only got to play a 
handful of games, a very hardworking forward who doesn’t take a backward step. 
 
Gary Stone: 5/8, hooker, 2nd row. Gary battled an injury all season and often took the field when 
he should have been watching from the sideline. In our game against Berala he limped on to the 
field for 5 minutes and set up a try and saved a try and then limped back off the field. Gary always 
made an impact when he took the field and this year he took on a senior role in the team and was 
an outstanding leader, well done mate. 
 
David Vili: Prop Dave showed a lot of promise before injury ruled him out for the season with 5 
games remaining. 
 
Tom Wilson: 2nd row. We never got to see the best of Tom this year, with work and uni 
commitments preventing Tom from training on a number of occasions and he never reached his 
usual level of fitness, easily the best defender in the comp, he rarely misses a tackle and is a 
popular team member. 
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PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2012 

 
Under 6 Div 4  

Surname  First Name  Games  Tries  Goals  Total  Years 
Played  Points  Played

de MEUR  Darcy  14  1 
HARRISON  Ethan  6  2  8  1 
MARTIN  Cooper  15  7  28  1 
MELKI  Krisnan  10  1 
PINHEIRO  Jesse  13  2 
PINHEIRO  Sebastian  7  1 
RANDALL  Joshua  14  4  16  1 
TALEB  Zacharia  6  1 
THOMPSON  Lachlan  15  4  16  1 
TLEIS  Ahmed  5  1  4  1 
VESANEN  Jake  14  1  4  1 
WEIR  Noah  13  8  32  1 

Totals  27  108   
 
 

 
 

Round  Date  Opposition  Venue  For  Against 

1  14‐Apr‐12  Dragons  BILL DELAUNEY  0  26 
2  21‐Apr‐12  Tigers  Won on forfeit       
3     BYE          
4  05‐May‐12  St Johns B  BEGNELL OVAL  16  16 
5  12‐May‐12  Rhinos  BILL DELAUNEY  4  36 
6  19‐May‐12  Colts  KILLARA RESERVE  0  32 
7  26‐May‐12  Chester Hill  BILL DELAUNEY  8  36 
8  02‐Jun‐12  St Johns R  BEGNELL OVAL  12  38 
9  16‐Jun‐12  Tigers  BILL DELAUNEY  20  20 
10  23‐Jun‐12  Sports  STEVE FOLKES RES  8  36 
11  30‐Jun‐12  Moorebank  BILL DELAUNEY  4  50 
12  07‐Jul‐12  East Hills  BILL DELAUNEY  8  34 
13  14‐Jul‐12  Bulls  RUSE PARK.  4  32 
14  21‐Jul‐12  Warriors  BILL DELAUNEY  16  32 
15  28‐Jul‐12  St Johns B  Won on forfeit       
16  04‐Aug‐12  Rhinos  NEPTUNE PARK  8  36 

108  424 
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PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2012 

 
Under 6 Div 2 

Surname  First Name  Games  Tries  Goals  Total  Years 
Played  Points  Played

ALLWORTH  Nash  14  1 
GEORGE  Lachlan  13  8  32  2 
GITSHAM  Rhys  14  1  4  2 
KHOURY  Marcus  15  4  1  18  2 
KOVALIK  Cooper  15  1  4  1 
KOVALIK  Brodie  15  1 
MAARBANI  Zac  6  3  12  1 
MCANDREW  Lucas  14  2  8  1 
RAISH  Daniel  15  9  36  2 
SCOTT  Thomas  14  5  20  1 
TARABAY  George  11  1  4  1 
TAUFA  Damon  14  4  16  1 

Totals  38  1  154   
 
 
 

 
Round  Date  Opposition  Venue  For  Against 

1  14‐Apr‐12  Chester Hill  BILL DELAUNEY  16  8 
2  21‐Apr‐12  Bankstown Sports  STEVE FOLKES RES  0  38 
3  28‐Apr‐12  Moorebank  HAMMONDVILLE OVAL  12  20 
4  05‐May‐12  Greenacre Tigers  BILL DELAUNEY  4  26 
5  12‐May‐12  St George Dragons  CLEMTON PARK  20  28 
6  19‐May‐12  Bankstown Bulls  BILL DELAUNEY  4  50 
7  26‐May‐12  Milperra Colts  BILL DELAUNEY  16  12 
8  02‐Jun‐12  Bears  PETER HISLOP PARK  8  44 
9  16‐Jun‐12  East Hills  SMITH PARK  0  36 
10  23‐Jun‐12  Chester Hill  TERRY LAMB COMPLEX  20  16 
11  30‐Jun‐12  Bankstown Sports  BILL DELAUNEY  0  40 
12  07‐Jul‐12  BYE          
13  14‐Jul‐12  Greenacre Tigers  ROBERTS PARK  4  34 
14  21‐Jul‐12  St George Dragons  BILL DELAUNEY  12  16 
15  28‐Jul‐12  Bankstown Bulls  RUSE PARK.  20  30 
16  04‐Aug‐12  Milperra Colts  BILL DELAUNEY  18  20 

154  418 
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PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2012 
 

Under 6 Div 1 
Surname  First Name  Games  Tries  Goals  Total  Years 
      Played        Points  Played
BISHARA  Mark  14  1  1  6  2 
BURKE  Lachlan  14  3  12  2 
CASSAR  Lucas  14  5  4  28  2 
HANRATTY  Jack  14  25  8  116  2 
MARIC  Matthew  14  11  44  1 
PENGUE  Lucas  13  2  1  10  2 
ROWLES  Mitchell  14  6  7  38  2 
SAFI  Fred  14  7  28  1 
SAFI  James  14  3  12  1 
SAFI  Adrien  14  10  40  1 

Totals  73  21  334   
 
 
 
 
Round  Date  Opposition  Venue  For  Against 

1  14‐Apr‐12  Milperra Colts  BILL DELAUNEY  26  16 
2  21‐Apr‐12  Bankstown Sports  STEVE FOLKES RES  0  32 
3  28‐Apr‐12  Bankstown Bulls  BILL DELAUNEY  38  14 
4  05‐May‐12  St Johns Eagles  BEGNELL OVAL  20  20 
5  12‐May‐12  Moorebank  BILL DELAUNEY  38  0 
6  19‐May‐12  BYE          
7  26‐May‐12  Greenacre Tigers  ROBERTS PARK  24  40 
8  02‐Jun‐12  Milperra Colts  KILLARA RESERVE  36  14 
9  16‐Jun‐12  Bankstown Sports  BILL DELAUNEY  10  40 
10  23‐Jun‐12  Bankstown Bulls  RUSE PARK.  22  28 
11  30‐Jun‐12  St Johns Eagles  BILL DELAUNEY  18  22 
12  07‐Jul‐12  Moorebank  BILL DELAUNEY  32  18 
13  14‐Jul‐12  BYE          
14  21‐Jul‐12  Greenacre Tigers  BILL DELAUNEY  18  36 
15  28‐Jul‐12  Milperra Colts  BILL DELAUNEY  44  24 
16  04‐Aug‐12  Bankstown Sports  STEVE FOLKES RES  8  38 

334  342 
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PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2012 
 

Under 7 Div 3 
Surname  First Name  Games  Tries  Goals  Total  Years 
      Played        Points  Played
ALKHAIR  Alexander  15  15  4  68  1 
ANDERSON  Evan  9  12  2  52  1 
BURKE  Billy  16  2 
CROSS  Samuel  15  2  8  1 
CUTRUPI  Matthew  16  7  28  3 
FORRESTER  Thomas  16  7  7  42  2 
HARDY  Murray  16  10  6  52  2 
HARROP  Mason  15  1 
HART  Max  15  3  2  16  1 
KILLORN  Tarley  12  4  1  18  1 
SAHYOUN  Marcus  16  1  4  1 
TREVITT  Joshua  15  12  3  54  1 

Totals  73  25  342   
 
 
 

 
Round  Date  Opposition  Venue  For  Against 

1  14‐Apr‐12  Moorebank  BILL DELAUNEY  22  4 
2  21‐Apr‐12  Sports  STEVE FOLKES RES  14  24 
3  28‐Apr‐12  Chester Hill  BILL DELAUNEY  14  32 
4  05‐May‐12  St Johns  BEGNELL OVAL  10  16 
5  12‐May‐12  Berala  BILL DELAUNEY  18  16 
6  19‐May‐12  Warriors  BILL DELAUNEY  40  10 
7  26‐May‐12  East Hills  SMITH PARK  32  30 
8  02‐Jun‐12  Dragons  BILL DELAUNEY  14  22 
9  16‐Jun‐12  Tigers  ROBERTS PARK  20  16 
10  23‐Jun‐12  Moorebank  HAMMONDVILLE OVAL  32  12 
11  30‐Jun‐12  Sports  BILL DELAUNEY  24  24 
12  07‐Jul‐12  Chester Hill  TERRY LAMB COMPLEX  16  12 
13  14‐Jul‐12  St Johns  BILL DELAUNEY  18  14 
14  21‐Jul‐12  Berala  PETER HISLOP PARK  32  30 
15  28‐Jul‐12  Warriors  BILL DELAUNEY  20  20 
16  04‐Aug‐12  East Hills  BILL DELAUNEY  16  28 

342  310 
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PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2012 
 

Under 7 Div 1 
Surname  First Name  Games  Tries  Goals  Total  Years 
      Played        Points  Played
AMY  Sean  15  4  3  22  3 
ASSAF  Peter  16  10  1  42  2 
BOYNE  Kian  16  4  4  24  2 
BRYCE  Connor  15  2  2  12  2 
KLEM  Ryan  16  5  6  32  2 
LYNCH  Toto'a  15  2  1  10  3 
MAARBANI  Youssef  16  1  4  1 
MELKI  Gabriel  14  1  2  2 
MILLAR  Owen  15  1  2  8  4 
MOSELEY  Oscar  16  20  2  84  2 
SWIBEL  Hayden  16  3  2  16  2 
ZANBAKA  Jack  14  1  4  2 

Totals  53  24  260   
 
 
 
 
Round  Date  Opposition  Venue  For  Against 

1  14‐Apr‐12  Tigers  BILL DELAUNEY  10  8 
2  21‐Apr‐12  Sports  STEVE FOLKES RES  14  32 
3  28‐Apr‐12  Dragons  BILL DELAUNEY  16  8 
4  05‐May‐12  St Johns  BEGNELL OVAL  14  10 
5  12‐May‐12  Moorebank  BILL DELAUNEY  16  22 
6  19‐May‐12  Tigers  ROBERTS PARK  4  32 
7  26‐May‐12  Sports  BILL DELAUNEY  14  32 
8  02‐Jun‐12  Dragons  CLEMTON PARK  14  12 
9  16‐Jun‐12  St Johns  BILL DELAUNEY  28  20 
10  23‐Jun‐12  Moorebank  HAMMONDVILLE OVAL  16  24 
11  30‐Jun‐12  Tigers  BILL DELAUNEY  8  26 
12  07‐Jul‐12  Sports  STEVE FOLKES RES  16  22 
13  14‐Jul‐12  Dragons  BILL DELAUNEY  40  20 
14  21‐Jul‐12  St Johns  BEGNELL OVAL  24  24 
15  28‐Jul‐12  Moorebank  BILL DELAUNEY  26  24 
16  04‐Aug‐12  Tigers  ROBERTS PARK  0  28 

260  344 
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PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2012 

 
 

Under 8 Div 3 
Surname  First Name  Games  Tries  Goals  Total  Years 
      Played        Points  Played
ACHRAM  Tommy  8  4  4  24  1 
CUTRUPI  Bianca  12  4  16  3 
de MEUR  Jez  14  1 
DIMOVSKI  Blake  12  2  2  12  1 
HARRISON  Winston  7  1  2  1 
MUSCAT  Blake  13  11  44  4 
RODOREDA  Ky  14  4  4  24  2 
TAUFA  Liam  14  13  4  60  1 
WANIGASEKERA  Yaanula  14  1 
CUTRUPI   (U7‐3s)  Matthew  1  3 
HARDY   (U7‐3s)  Murray  2  2 
SAYHOUN   (U7‐3s)  Marcus  2  1 

Totals  38  15  182   
 
 
 
 
 
Round  Date  Opposition  Venue  For  Against 

1  14‐Apr‐12  Moorebank  HAMMONDVILLE OVAL  16  30 
2  21‐Apr‐12  Colts  BILL DELAUNEY  0  40 
3  28‐Apr‐12  BYE          
4  05‐May‐12  Sports  BILL DELAUNEY  0  54 
5  12‐May‐12  Rhinos  BILL DELAUNEY  14  44 
6  19‐May‐12  Tigers  ROBERTS PARK  6  42 
7  26‐May‐12  St Johns  BILL DELAUNEY  24  54 
8  02‐Jun‐12  Moorebank  BILL DELAUNEY  18  30 
9  16‐Jun‐12  Colts  KILLARA RESERVE  0  46 
10  23‐Jun‐12  BYE          
11  30‐Jun‐12  Sports  STEVE FOLKES RES  18  42 
12  07‐Jul‐12  Rhinos  BILL DELAUNEY  4  34 
13  14‐Jul‐12  Tigers  BILL DELAUNEY  12  40 
14  21‐Jul‐12  St Johns  BEGNELL OVAL  32  44 
15  28‐Jul‐12  Moorebank  HAMMONDVILLE OVAL  28  46 
16  04‐Aug‐12  Colts  BILL DELAUNEY  10  56 

182  602 
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PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2012 

 
Under 8 Div 2 

Surname  First Name  Games  Tries  Goals  Total  Years 
      Played        Points  Played
CASSAR  Vincent  15  10  2  44  4 
COBLE  Steven  15  2  4  16  4 
JEFFREE  Ryan  14  4  3  22  4 
LAMING  William  14  4  3  22  2 
MARTIN  Jack  15  9  36  2 
RAVEL  Thomas  15  3  4  20  2 
SHEARER  Blake  15  3  6  24  3 
SLEIMAN  Jesse  15  2  3  14  4 
TAHHAN  Isaac  15  2  5  18  3 

Totals  39  30  216   
 
 
 
 
 
Round  Date  Opposition  Venue  For  Against 

1  14‐Apr‐12  Moorebank  BILL DELAUNEY  14  12 
2  21‐Apr‐12  Colts  KILLARA RESERVE  6  16 
3  28‐Apr‐12  Chester Hill  BILL DELAUNEY  6  24 
4  05‐May‐12  Bulls  RUSE PARK.  12  38 
5  12‐May‐12  East Hills  SMITH PARK  6  32 
6  19‐May‐12  Berala  BILL DELAUNEY  0  22 
7  26‐May‐12  Moorebank  HAMMONDVILLE OVAL  42  10 
8  02‐Jun‐12  Colts  KILLARA RESERVE  16  24 
9  16‐Jun‐12  Chester Hill  BILL DELAUNEY  16  36 
10  23‐Jun‐12  St Johns  BEGNELL OVAL  24  40 
11  30‐Jun‐12  Bulls  RUSE PARK.  16  38 
12  07‐Jul‐12  East Hills  BILL DELAUNEY  12  18 
13  14‐Jul‐12  Berala  PETER HISLOP PARK  6  42 
14  21‐Jul‐12  Moorebank  BILL DELAUNEY  24  30 
15  28‐Jul‐12  Colts  BILL DELAUNEY  16  20 

216  402 
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PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2012 

 
Under 8 Div 1 

Surname  First Name  Games  Tries  Goals  Total  Years 
      Played        Points  Played
ARNAOUT  Kaled  16  5  5  30  3 
BAILEY  Trent  17  9  3  42  4 
CEISSMAN  Zacarie  17  1  3  10  3 
FOSTER  Sean  15  5  3  26  3 
KENNEDY  Jared  16  6  9  42  3 
MOLONEY  Luke  17  2  1  10  4 
OLOAPU  Ricardo  17  13  6  64  2 
SALEH  Jordan  17  16  2  68  3 
STANDALOFT  Bailey  14  2  5  18  4 
WALKER  Alexander  17  1  8  20  4 

Totals  60  45  330   
 
 
 
 
Round  Date  Opposition  Venue  For  Against 

1  14‐Apr‐12  Sports  STEVE FOLKES RES  14  16 
2  21‐Apr‐12  Dragons  BILL DELAUNEY  42  6 
3  28‐Apr‐12  Tigers  ROBERTS PARK  10  12 
4  05‐May‐12  Moorebank  HAMMONDVILLE OVAL  22  16 
5  12‐May‐12  St Johns  BILL DELAUNEY  6  34 
6  19‐May‐12  Sports  BILL DELAUNEY  12  12 
7  26‐May‐12  Dragons  CLEMTON PARK  44  10 
8  02‐Jun‐12  Tigers  BILL DELAUNEY  6  34 
9  16‐Jun‐12  Moorebank  BILL DELAUNEY  28  10 
10  23‐Jun‐12  St Johns  BEGNELL OVAL  10  34 
11  30‐Jun‐12  Sports  STEVE FOLKES RES  18  18 
12  07‐Jul‐12  Dragons  BILL DELAUNEY  54  10 
13  14‐Jul‐12  Tigers  ROBERTS PARK  4  24 
14  21‐Jul‐12  Moorebank  BILL DELAUNEY  30  16 
15  28‐Jul‐12  St Johns  BILL DELAUNEY  12  30 
16  04‐Aug‐12  Sports  BILL DELAUNEY  10  22 
Semi  11‐Aug‐12  Sports  RUSE PARK  8  12 

330  316 
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PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2012 

 
 

Under 9 Div 2 
Surname  First Name  Games  Tries  Goals  Total  Years 
      Played        Points  Played
BRITO  Braidon  16  2  8  3 
BURKE  Ethan  16  24  15  126  4 
DAVENPORT  Thomas  16  15  6  72  3 
DELINICOLIS  Jonathan  13  1 
ELABBAS  Billal  16  2  8  1 
FORRESTER  Michael  15  5  1  22  4 
HAINS  Connor  15  2  1  10  3 
HAYES  Blake  15  1  5  14  3 
HUTCHINSON  Joshua  16  1 
KILPATRICK  Klayton  15  8  3  38  6 
LAKE  Angus  16  16  9  82  3 
PASSARELLI  Alexander  16  9  3  42  3 
EIVERS  James  16  2  4  2 
TAYLOR  Adam  14  2  8  1 

Totals  86  45  434   

 
 
 
 
Round  Date  Opposition  Venue  For  Against 

1  14‐Apr‐12  East Hills  BILL DELAUNEY  52  0 
2  21‐Apr‐12  Tigers  ROBERTS PARK  22  12 
3  28‐Apr‐12  Colts  KILLARA RESERVE  20  12 
4  05‐May‐12  BYE          
5  12‐May‐12  Rhinos  BILL DELAUNEY  28  16 
6  19‐May‐12  East Hills  BILL DELAUNEY  36  10 
7  26‐May‐12  Tigers  BILL DELAUNEY  24  16 
8  02‐Jun‐12  Colts  NEPTUNE PARK  32  16 
9  16‐Jun‐12  Bulls  RUSE PARK.  28  16 
10  23‐Jun‐12  Rhinos  BILL DELAUNEY  32  14 
11  30‐Jun‐12  East Hills  BILL DELAUNEY  42  10 
12  07‐Jul‐12  Tigers  BILL DELAUNEY  16  20 
13  14‐Jul‐12  Colts  KILLARA RESERVE  14  30 
14  21‐Jul‐12  Bulls  BILL DELAUNEY  20  16 
15  28‐Jul‐12  Rhinos  NEPTUNE PARK  28  14 
Semi  04‐Aug‐12  Colts  NEPTUNE PARK  28  28 
Grand  18‐Aug‐12  Tigers  TERRY LAMB COMPLEX  12  40 

434  270 
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PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2012 
 

 
Under 10 Div 1 

Surname  First Name  Games  Tries  Goals  Total  Years 
      Played        Points  Played
ARNAOUT  Omar  17  1  2  3 
BISHARA  Nathan  17  4  10  36  5 
DAVIDSON  Aidan  16  2  8  24  6 
DUNDAS  Reily  13  6 
ERSKINE  Brodie  17  2  8  5 
KITIONA  Mark  5  4 
LOUTSOS  Dane  17  2  1  10  1 
MANOA  Malakai  15  4  1  18  3 
MARIC  Lachlan  17  7  2  32  3 
MCALPINE  Lachlan  17  10  7  54  5 
NELSON  Meihana  16  8  32  4 
OSBORN  Connor  14  2 
PENGUE  Jon  17  1  1  6  6 
STANDALOFT  Zac  12  1  2  6 
BURLAND*  Dean  4   

Totals  40  32  224   

 
 
 
 
Round  Date  Opposition  Venue  For  Against 

1  14‐Apr‐12  East Hills  BILL DELAUNEY  32  4 
2  21‐Apr‐12  Bulls  RUSE PARK.  0  30 
3  28‐Apr‐12  St Johns  BILL DELAUNEY  26  12 
4  05‐May‐12  Tigers  BILL DELAUNEY  6  26 
5  12‐May‐12  Sports  STEVE FOLKES RES  6  50 
6  19‐May‐12  Bears  BILL DELAUNEY  12  12 
7  26‐May‐12  Dragons  CLEMTON PARK  12  22 
8  02‐Jun‐12  East Hills  SMITH PARK  30  0 
9  16‐Jun‐12  Bulls  BILL DELAUNEY  0  44 
10  23‐Jun‐12  St Johns  BILL DELAUNEY  22  12 
11  30‐Jun‐12  Tigers  ROBERTS PARK  0  42 
12  07‐Jul‐12  Sports  BILL DELAUNEY  0  32 
13  14‐Jul‐12  Bears  PETER HISLOP PARK  12  10 
14  21‐Jul‐12  Dragons  BILL DELAUNEY  18  6 
15  28‐Jul‐12  East Hills  BILL DELAUNEY  24  18 
16  04‐Aug‐12  Bulls  RUSE PARK.  6  24 
Semi  11‐Aug‐12  Tigers  PETER HISLOP PARK  18  38 

224  382 
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PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2012 

 
Under 11 Div 3 

Surname First Name Games Tries Goals Total Years 
    Played     Points Played
CRAWFORD  Jarrad  14  12  8  64  2 
CUTRUPI  Daniel  14  3  2  16  7 
FAKHOURI  Christopher  9  1  2  1 
GAZILAS  Dean  14  6  4  32  3 
JENKS  Cory  14  7  9  46  2 
KOVALIK  Tyler  14  1 
MOLONEY  Benjamin  14  6 
PORTER  Reece  11  3  2  16  2 
SLEIMAN  Camille  14  12  10  68  5 
TAUFA  Ethan  14  5  20  1 
TOFILAU  Jordan  13  1  1  6  4 
WALTER  Mark  14  3  4  20  2 
COBLE*  Edwin  7   
DAVIDSON (U10‐1s)  Aidan  1  6 

Totals  52  41  290   

 
 
 
 
Round  Date  Opposition  Venue  For  Against 

1  14‐Apr‐12  Bears  PETER HISLOP PARK  24  12 
2  21‐Apr‐12  Tigers  Won on forfeit       
3  28‐Apr‐12  Moorebank  HAMMONDVILLE OVAL  34  6 
4  05‐May‐12  East Hills  BILL DELAUNEY  42  0 
5  12‐May‐12  BYE          
6  19‐May‐12  St Johns  BILL DELAUNEY  50  0 
7  26‐May‐12  Warriors  LIDCOMBE OVAL  18  18 
8  02‐Jun‐12  Chester Hill  BILL DELAUNEY  10  16 
9  16‐Jun‐12  Bulls  RUSE PARK.  6  32 
10  23‐Jun‐12  Bears  BILL DELAUNEY  28  16 
11  30‐Jun‐12  Tigers  ROBERTS PARK  28  12 
12  07‐Jul‐12  Moorebank  BILL DELAUNEY  10  6 
13  14‐Jul‐12  East Hills  SMITH PARK  18  22 
14  21‐Jul‐12  BYE          

Q semi  28‐Jul‐12  Warriors  NEPTUNE PARK  6  32 
Semi  04‐Aug‐12  Moorebank  PETER HISLOP PARK  16  24 

290  196 
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PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2012 

 
Under 11 Div 1 

Surname First Name Games Tries Goals Total Years 
    Played     Points Played
DONOVAN  Ryan  15  7 
EVANS  Isaac  16  2  3  14  1 
FULLER  Joshua  16  2  8  7 
IVERACH  Noah  15  3  2  16  4 
JORDAN  Lachlan  16  5  5  30  7 
LAIDLER  Christian  14  5 
LYNCH  Kueva  14  2  1  10  3 
QUINTAL  Vincent  16  1  4  3 
RAISH  Jordan  16  1  5  14  6 
RILEY  Cameron  16  4  1  18  7 
RYAN  Billy  14  6  24  1 
TITMUSS  Jack  14  7 
WHYTE  Callum  16  4 
WYLIE  Blake  16  1  4  12  7 

Totals  27  21  150   
 
 
 
 
Round  Date  Opposition  Venue  For  Against 

1  14‐Apr‐12  Sports  BILL DELAUNEY  6  30 
2  21‐Apr‐12  Bulls  RUSE PARK.  12  18 
3  28‐Apr‐12  Tigers  BILL DELAUNEY  22  24 
4  05‐May‐12  St Johns  BILL DELAUNEY  10  6 
5  12‐May‐12  Dragons  CLEMTON PARK  0  28 
6  19‐May‐12  Chester Hill  BILL DELAUNEY  6  32 
7  26‐May‐12  Moorebank  HAMMONDVILLE OVAL  10  18 
8  02‐Jun‐12  Sports  STEVE FOLKES RES  0  40 
9  16‐Jun‐12  Bulls  BILL DELAUNEY  16  16 
10  23‐Jun‐12  Tigers  ROBERTS PARK  24  12 
11  30‐Jun‐12  St Johns  BEGNELL OVAL  0  34 
12  07‐Jul‐12  Dragons  BILL DELAUNEY  18  18 
13  14‐Jul‐12  Chester Hill  TERRY LAMB COMPLEX  6  18 
14  21‐Jul‐12  Moorebank  HAMMONDVILLE OVAL  4  24 
15  28‐Jul‐12  Sports  BILL DELAUNEY  16  30 
16  04‐Aug‐12  Bulls  RUSE PARK  0  38 

150  386 
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PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2012 
 

Under 12 Div 3 
Surname  First Name  Games  Tries  Goals  Total  Years 
      Played        Points  Played
ARNAOUT  Mohamad  16  10  1  42  3 
BAILEY  Shaun  16  5  20  7 
BARNES  Jack  12  3  6  1 
COLLEY  Luke  16  4  6  28  1 
ELABBAS  Adam  13  1 
ELLISON  Cooper  16  3  3  18  7 
FLACK  Hayden  14  1  1  6  2 
HOLLOWAY  Sam  14  2  2  12  1 
KARNOLD  Aaron  16  2  8  6 
KOTSARIS  Patrick  13  1  4  2 
LINNEGAR  Blake  15  3  3  18  3 
MAARBANI  Kassem  16  1 
MAARBANI  Ibrahim  16  1  4  1 
MUSCAT  Kye  6  1  4  3 
SOLO  Ryan  12  7  1  30  1 
TANEVSKI  Michael  16  `1  4  2 
UNWIN  Sebastian  15  2  1  10  1 

Totals  43  21  214   
 
 
 
 
Round  Date  Opposition  Venue  For  Against 

1  14‐Apr‐12  Moorebank  HAMMONDVILLE OVAL  36  0 
2  21‐Apr‐12  Colts  BILL DELAUNEY  8  10 
3  28‐Apr‐12  Chester Hill  TERRY LAMB COMPLEX  6  32 
4  05‐May‐12  Sports  BILL DELAUNEY  0  18 
5  12‐May‐12  Tigers  ROBERTS PARK  16  6 
6  19‐May‐12  Warriors  LIDCOMBE OVAL  0  34 
7  26‐May‐12  St Johns  BILL DELAUNEY  10  4 
8  02‐Jun‐12  Moorebank  BILL DELAUNEY  34  0 
9  16‐Jun‐12  Colts  KILLARA RESERVE  24  12 
10  23‐Jun‐12  Chester Hill  BILL DELAUNEY  10  10 
11  30‐Jun‐12  Sports  STEVE FOLKES RES  6  22 
12  07‐Jul‐12  Tigers  BILL DELAUNEY  8  26 
13  14‐Jul‐12  Dragons  BILL DELAUNEY  32  6 
14  21‐Jul‐12  St Johns  BEGNELL OVAL  0  4 
15  28‐Jul‐12  Moorebank  HAMMONDVILLE OVAL  18  8 
Semi  04‐Aug‐12  Tigers  HAMMONDVILLE OVAL  6  6 

214  198 
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PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2012 
 

Under 12 Div 1 
Surname  First Name  Games  Tries  Goals  Total  Years 
      Played        Points  Played
BRADFORD  Bodie  17  9  18  8 
BUTLER  Riley  17  1 
DEVNIE  Christian  16  2  8  2 
DUNN  Ryan  14  2  4  3 
EVANS  Lachlan  17  1  2  8  2 
FAHD  Michael  8  9  36  6 
FOSTER  Byron  16  3 
GAUCI  Angelo  1  5 
HANNIGAN  Joshua  17  4  16  3 
HIGHAM  Stuart  17  1  4  7 
MCGREGOR  Ryan  13  7 
OBEID  Jaidin  16  1  4  4 
REHAYEM  Peter  17  2  4  16  7 
SABOUNE  Karim  17  1  4  3 
SEUPULE  Fiailoa  16  1  1  6  1 
TAFAO  Aukusotino  17  1  4  1 

Totals  23  18  128   
 
 
 
 
Round  Date  Opposition  Venue  For  Against 

1  14‐Apr‐12  Dragons  CLEMTON PARK  12  10 
2  21‐Apr‐12  Moorebank B  BILL DELAUNEY  0  28 
3  28‐Apr‐12  Sports  STEVE FOLKES RES  10  6 
4  05‐May‐12  Moorebank W  BILL DELAUNEY  22  18 
5  12‐May‐12  St Johns  BEGNELL OVAL  6  28 
6  19‐May‐12  Dragons  SMITH PARK  20  6 
7  26‐May‐12  Moorebank B  HAMMONDVILLE OVAL  0  28 
8  02‐Jun‐12  Sports  BILL DELAUNEY  0  16 
9  16‐Jun‐12  Moorebank W  HAMMONDVILLE OVAL  0  26 
10  23‐Jun‐12  St Johns  BILL DELAUNEY  6  16 
11  30‐Jun‐12  Dragons  BILL DELAUNEY  24  6 
12  07‐Jul‐12  Moorebank B  BILL DELAUNEY  4  28 
13  14‐Jul‐12  Sports  STEVE FOLKES RES  0  32 
14  21‐Jul‐12  Moorebank W  BILL DELAUNEY  18  6 
15  28‐Jul‐12  St Johns  BEGNELL OVAL  0  14 
16  04‐Aug‐12  Dragons  CLEMTON PARK  6  18 
Semi  11‐Aug‐12  Sports  PETER HISLOP PARK  0  24 

128  310 
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PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2012 
 

Under 13 Div 2 
Surname  First Name  Games  Tries  Goals  Total  Years 
      Played        Points  Played
ARMSON‐GRAHAM  Kieran  16  2  1  10  4 
ARNAOUT  Abdul  17  4  8  3 
BOLAND  Nathan  16  5  3  26  9 
CONTRERAS  Jayden  16  1  5  14  2 
DELL'ARMI  Joel  15  1  1  6  1 
EL‐CHAMI  Jeremy  6  2  8  4 
GRIFFITH  Adam  17  2  4  9 
HARRINGTON  Rhys  15  5  4  28  8 
HONEY  Lachlan  14  4 
KENNEDY  Hayden  15  14  3  62  3 
MAARBANI  Mohamad  17  4  1  18  1 
MANNERING  Liam  16  6  6  36  5 
MARIC  Anthony  15  15  1  62  3 
MOUSSA  Sammy  13  26  2  108  2 
NAGLE  Riley  16  4  16  8 
NGARONOA  Jonah  16  11  2  48  2 
REARDON  Luke  16  11  16  76  8 
RYAN  Jack  15  10  2  44  5 
WALKER  Julian  15  1  1  6  7 
BRADFORD (U12‐1s)  Bodie   1  8 

Totals  118  54  580   
 
 
Round  Date  Opposition  Venue  For  Against 

1  14‐Apr‐12  Moorebank  HAMMONDVILLE OVAL  30  6 
2  21‐Apr‐12  St Johns B  BILL DELAUNEY  66  8 
3  28‐Apr‐12  Bulls  RUSE PARK.  54  8 
4  05‐May‐12  Sports  BILL DELAUNEY  10  22 
5  12‐May‐12  Bears  PETER HISLOP PARK  12  58 
6  19‐May‐12  East Hills  SMITH PARK  60  0 
7  26‐May‐12  Tigers  BILL DELAUNEY  38  10 
8  02‐Jun‐12  Moorebank  BILL DELAUNEY  42  0 
9  16‐Jun‐12  St Johns B  BEGNELL OVAL  44  0 
10  23‐Jun‐12  Bulls  Won on forfeit       
11  30‐Jun‐12  Sports  STEVE FOLKES RES  16  42 
12  07‐Jul‐12  Bears  BILL DELAUNEY  10  44 
13  14‐Jul‐12  East Hills  BILL DELAUNEY  60  4 
14  21‐Jul‐12  Tigers  ROBERTS PARK  20  18 
15  28‐Jul‐12  Moorebank  HAMMONDVILLE OVAL  48  0 
Semi  04‐Aug‐12  Tigers  TERRY LAMB COMPLEX  32  10 
Final  11‐Aug‐12  Sports  BEGNELL OVAL  22  18 
Grand   18‐Aug‐12  Bears  TERRY LAMB COMPLEX  16  22 

580  270 
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PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2012 
 

Under 14 Div 1 
Surname  First Name  Games  Tries  Goals  Total  Years 
      Played        Points  Played
AYSHAN  Adam  13  2  8  5 
BROWN  Steele  14  23  46  10 
BRYANT  Jarrad  6  4 
DONOVAN  Brandon  14  10 
DRAVET  Brendon  11  4  1  18  7 
FAANOI  Devante  14  4  16  10 
HANNIGAN  Scott  14  3  12  6 
HARB  Anthony  14  6 
KITIONA  Paul  12  2  8  9 
LYNCH  Posesione  14  3 
MANOA  Tuitavake  8  6 
PARMAXIDIS  Luke  14  3 
RAIKALEVU  Aseri  14  2  8  10 
RIVERA  Alex  5  1 
ROWLES  Damien  14  1  4  4 
SWIDERSKI  Thomas  14  3  12  9 
THOMPSON‐REYNOLDS  Joshua  3  1  4  10 
TOGAGAE  Fatu  14  13  3  58  7 
WILSON  Mitchell  14  2  8  8 
RYAN   (U13s)  Jack   1  5 
ANNAKIN*  Luke  3  3  12   
LEWIS*  Ben  2   

Totals  40  27  214   
 
 
Round  Date  Opposition  Venue  For  Against 

1  14‐Apr‐12  Moorebank  HAMMONDVILLE OVAL  20  16 
2  21‐Apr‐12  Sports  BILL DELAUNEY  4  58 
3  28‐Apr‐12  Bears  PETER HISLOP PARK  22  0 
4  05‐May‐12  Bulls  Won on forfeit       
5  12‐May‐12  BYE          
6  19‐May‐12  St Johns  BILL DELAUNEY  20  20 
7  26‐May‐12  Tigers  ROBERTS PARK  12  16 
8  02‐Jun‐12  Moorebank  BILL DELAUNEY  18  10 
9  16‐Jun‐12  Sports  STEVE FOLKES RES  0  44 
10  23‐Jun‐12  Bears  BILL DELAUNEY  28  12 
11  30‐Jun‐12  Dragons  CLEMTON PARK  22  24 
12  07‐Jul‐12  Tigers  BILL DELAUNEY  22  20 
13  14‐Jul‐12  BYE          
14  21‐Jul‐12  St Johns  BEGNELL OVAL  16  26 
15  28‐Jul‐12  Moorebank  HAMMONDVILLE OVAL  12  22 
16  04‐Aug‐12  Sports  BILL DELAUNEY  18  60 

214  328 
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PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2012 
 

Under 15 Div 1 
Surname  First Name  Games  Tries  Goals  Total  Years 
      Played        Points  Played
CANCERI  Ross  11  4  1  18  1 
DAVIDSON  Conor  8  2  1  10  11 
ELIAS  Dylan  12  3  1  14  11 
FINCH  Jack  10  2  8  11 
HARRINGTON  Aidan  11  1  4  8 
HARRISON  Nathan  12  8 
KELLEY  Conor  11  4  16  48  8 
MULVIHILL  Liam  12  8  2  36  10 
NICOLAS  Nathan  12  2 
REARDON  Toby  12  1  1  6  11 
SADER  Adam  12  1  2  8  10 
SUA  Jacob  11  1 
SUA  Brandan  12  16  1  66  7 
TAFAO  Tavita  11  1 
ZOGHBI  Andrew  12  2  1  10  3 
BROWN (U14s)  Steele  2  1  4  10 
DRAVET (U14s)  Brendon  1  7 
HARB (U14s)  Anthony  1  6 
HANNIGAN (U14s)  Scott  1  6 
TOGAGAE (U14s)  Fatu  1  7 
TAUFAAO*  Alipate  6   
OKUNBOR*  Jayden  1  3  12   

Totals  48  26  244   
 

 
Round  Date  Opposition  Venue  For  Against 

1  15‐Apr‐12  Coogee Randwick  PETER HISLOP PARK  54  16 
2  22‐Apr‐12  Botany  Wash out       
3  29‐Apr‐12  Bondi United  HEFFRON PARK  28  20 
4  06‐May‐12  St Johns Eagles  BILL DELAUNEY  38  0 
5  13‐May‐12  Regents park  HAMMONDVILLE OVAL  24  22 
6  20‐May‐12  Holy Cross  BIRCHGROVE OVAL  26  6 
7  27‐May‐12  Mascot Juniors  BILL DELAUNEY  10  44 
8  03‐Jun‐12  Dragons  Wash out       
9  17‐Jun‐12  Tigers  Wash out       
10  24‐Jun‐12  La Perouse  YARRA OVAL  6  50 
11  01‐Jul‐12  Bulls  RUSE PARK.  0  26 
12  08‐Jul‐12  Kingsgrove Colts  Wash out       
13  15‐Jul‐12  Revesby Hts B  NEPTUNE PARK  20  22 
14  22‐Jul‐12  Mascot Juniors  NEPTUNE PARK  10  32 
15  29‐Jul‐12  Dragons  SMITH PARK  8  16 
16  05‐Aug‐12  Tigers  Lost on forfeit       
17  12‐Aug‐12  La Perouse  COOGEE OVAL  20  22 

244  276 
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PLAYER STATISTICS 2012 
 
 

Under 19 Div 1 – ICCC Premiers 
 

Surname  First Name  Games  Tries  Goals  Total  Years 
      Played        Points  Played
BROWN  Dwayne  11  9  36  4 
CHARTER  Jack  7  2  8  1 
COLQUHOUN  Trent  12  14 
DARWICH  Adam  13  4  16  10 
DAVIDSON  Liam  13  14  40  136  13 
DEANE  Jared  12  2  8  1 
EISENHUTH  Liam  12  8 
EWAN  Joshua  12  5  20  1 
FAAFIU  Fuata  9  2  8  2 
FULLER  Jeremy  12  8 
HABIB  Billal  10  3 
HARB  Mark  12  9 
HIGHAM  Morris  12  5  20  5 
SIMPSON  Jarrod  13  2  8  14 
STONE  Daniel  13  4  16  14 
TOGAGAE  James  13  3  12  6 
VELLA  Luke  9  1  4  2 
WINLEY  John  11  1 
RAINBOW*  Joshua  5  3  1  14   
GREALY*  Thomas  7  2  8   
HAZIM*  Ali  2   
WHITE*  Corey  4   
STEWART*  Cameron  8  3  12   

Totals  61  41  326   
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PLAYER STATISTICS 2012 
 
 

A Reserve Div 1 
 

Surname  First Name  Games  Tries  Goals  Total  Years 
      Played        Points  Played
ALCHIN  Nathan  8  1 
BEHARDIEN  Mahdi  9  5  20  1 
BOLD  Justin  6  10 
BOYD  Jarrett  8  10 
DAWES  Matthew  4  1  4  12 
FARRELL  Scott  9  4 
HANRATTY  Michael  8  1  4  21 
HORWOOD  Johnathon  10  12 
IOANE  Jason  7  2  1  10  1 
JANDA  Aaron  10  2  8  5 
KAVANAGH  Joshua  10  1  4  6 
LINDSAY  Samuel  9  1 
MARTIN  James  8  5 
MAYOH  Jason  11  4  16  16 
MCFARLANE  Graham  10  2  8  8 
MORTIMER  Cameron  9  2  8  6 
POLLARD  Nathan  8  2  8  2 
POWELL  Andrew  6  4  16  2 
PSAROUDIS  David  6  1  4  5 
SELLINGS  Nathan  11  2  26  60  6 
SIMPSON  Joshua  9  13 
SMYTHE  Samual  7  1  4  8 
STONE  Gary  10  1  4  10 
VILI  David  7  9 
WILSON  Thomas  9  9 
LETEN*  James  4  4  16   
HOLDEN*  Corey  2   
HALL*  James  4   

Totals  35  27  194   
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TEAM STATISTICS 2012 
 

Under 19 Div 1 – ICCC Premiers 
 

Round  Date  Opposition  Venue  For  Against 

1  15‐Apr‐12  Sports  STEVE FOLKES RES  6  24 
2  22‐Apr‐12  Eaglevale  Wash out       
3  29‐Apr‐12  Mascot Juniors  NEPTUNE PARK  46  6 
4  06‐May‐12  Bulls  BILL DELAUNEY  40  6 
5  13‐May‐12  Liverpool Catholic Club  HILLIER RESERVE  42  0 
6  20‐May‐12  Dragons  HAMMONDVILLE OVAL  30  0 
7  27‐May‐12  Hurstville United  BILL DELAUNEY  12  22 
8  03‐Jun‐12  Kingsgrove Colts  Wash out       
9  17‐Jun‐12  Liverpool Catholic Club  Wash out       
10  24‐Jun‐12  South Eastern  BILL DELAUNEY  16  0 
11  01‐Jul‐12  Dundas Shamrocks  BIRCHGROVE OVAL  10  10 
12  08‐Jul‐12  Sports  Wash out       
13  15‐Jul‐12  Leichhardt Wanderers  Won on forfeit       
14  22‐Jul‐12  Mascot Juniors  NEPTUNE PARK  24  22 
15  29‐Jul‐12  Bulls  SMITH PARK  32  16 
16  05‐Aug‐12  BYE          
17  12‐Aug‐12  Dragons  CLEMTON PARK  26  12 
Semi  19‐Aug‐12  Sports  BILL DELAUNEY  24  6 
Grand  01‐Sep‐12  Hurstville United  HAMMONDVILLE OVAL  18  16 

326  140 
 

 
A Reserve Div 1 
 

Round  Date  Opposition  Venue  For  Against 

1  15‐Apr‐12  Burwood/Nth Ryde  KILLARA RESERVE  26  6 

2  22‐Apr‐12  Leichhardt Wanderers  Wash out       
3  29‐Apr‐12  Five Dock RSL  FIVE DOCK PARK  32  24 
4  06‐May‐12  All Saints  BILL DELAUNEY  22  24 
5  13‐May‐12  Hurstville United  BEXLEY OVAL  10  20 
6  20‐May‐12  Brighton Seagulls  Won on forfeit       
7  27‐May‐12  Penshurst RSL  HV EVATT PARK  6  16 
8  03‐Jun‐12  Five Dock RSL  Wash out       
9  17‐Jun‐12  Burwood/Nth Ryde  Wash out       
10  24‐Jun‐12  Eaglevale  BILL DELAUNEY  6  50 
11  01‐Jul‐12  Bears  RUSE PARK.  16  18 
12  08‐Jul‐12  Leichhardt Wanderers  Wash out       
13  15‐Jul‐12  All Saints  NEPTUNE PARK  30  36 
14  22‐Jul‐12  Penshurst RSL  HV EVATT PARK  6  12 
15  29‐Jul‐12  Five Dock RSL  SMITH PARK  28  8 
16  05‐Aug‐12  BYE          
17  12‐Aug‐12  Eaglevale   ESCHOL PARK  12  52 

194  266 
 


